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Editorial
For 100 years:

Local Hero. Global Expert.

Salzhemmendorf, Thüste: 1st May (Labour Day) 1919.
About a year ago the First World War between Germany and
the Allies ended by a ceasefire agreement. The War resulted
in uncountable deaths and injuries and left behind destroyed
landscapes and infrastructures worldwide – also in Lower
Saxony.
There, two young men stand at the beginning of their life:
Fritz Stichweh and Willi Feige. They turn circumstances
to their own advantage, they tackle where necessary und
show what we call today entrepreneurial spirit: Together
they found a company for the manufacture and repair of
machinery for agriculture and the surrounding industry.
This laid the foundation for a great entrepreneurial future,
whereby its emphasis was shifted increasingly from the
agriculture to the industry. Because more and more
important companies of the region wished to improve
their capacities and were looking for solutions to extract
sand and gravel.
The company was growing continuously but nonetheless
remained in the hands of the family. The machinery and
installations for the extraction of sand and gravel offered
on the world market, developed effectively to a highly
diversified portfolio of scrapers, bucket wheels, log
washers, screening machines and complete solutions,
and the portfolio is constantly being extended and
optimized.
Latest proof: Just in time for the anniversary year STICHWEH
offers a real innovation highlight: the brake systems of
scrapers are fitted with an energy recovery system and can
thus be operated even more effectively, flexibly and with less
impact on the environment (see interview on p. 126).

STICHWEH dual leadership
Anja Gröhlich, General Manager
Rolf Sürig, General Manager
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Today, everywhere in the world where raw materials like
sand and gravel are extracted and refined, they say:
I WANT A STICHWEH.
We invite you to join us on a 360 degree journey through the
world of Stichweh. We meet people, makers, companions,
deciders and drivers as well as machines, installations
and solutions, innovations and bestsellers.
Let us take you on a journey with selected reviews, deep
insights and interesting outlooks about what makes
us „REALLY HEAVY“: MORE SAND. MORE GRAVEL. MORE
SUCCESS.
Follow us from Thüste Salzhemmendorf into the world:
We make some short visits to the worldwide Stichweh
representations and have a look at selected flagship
projects.
This is just one stage in a journey which we will continue
with a view to the future. Will you join us?

We look forward to seeing you!

Anja Gröhlich, a.groehlich@smt-stichweh.com
Rolf Sürig, r.suerig@smt-stichweh.com
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The KS 1000 sets
off on its journey.
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Perfectionism

Willingness to innovate
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Passion

Stubbornness
Persistence
Creativity

Courage
Social competency

Leadership
personality

AT THE BEGINNING
THERE WAS … THE
ENTREPRENEUR DNA
OF FRITZ STICHWEH I
Persistence
and stubbornness

Passion
and endurance

Entrepreneurship has a clear DNA:

True desire to grow and special skills to develop
personal and entrepreneurial visions : you either have
them or you don‘t.

These include then and now passion, courage and last but
not least confidence – always paired with the necessary
portion of persistence and stubbornness. Anyone looking for
a convenient personality will mostly not find it in successful
enterprise circles – nor with Fritz Stichweh I.
Successful entrepreneurs like Fritz Stichweh I always
believe in themselves. This makes them unique – but not
always pleasant.
Fritz Stichweh wanted to compete and win – not only in
bowling or skat, which he loved – but also in his work.

Fritz Stichweh I has them. The road to the goal was often
rocky. Fritz successfully completed the apprenticeship as a
metal worker – still before the First World War.
As a young man he was “incorporated” to fight for the
Fatherland. He made the best of the situation and brought
his technical knowledge to his flying squadron. However, it
remains unclear whether he was proud of the military award
“First engine mechanic and foreman”.

Already in his childhood and youth, Fritz Stichweh I – born
in 1892 – showed his full DNA. That means: great passion
for all technical matters and the necessary stubbornness
to implement these. A fundamental basis for a company
foundation which he realized on 1st May 1919 by
founding his company for the manufacture of agricultural
machinery. A valuable service to the community in a world
marked by hunger and misery directly after the First World
War!

Sense of
responsibility
Attention to detail

Fritz Stichweh I (sixth from right), first engine
mechanic with the Flying Squadron in
Königsberg, East Prussia (First World War).
Fritz Stichweh I talking to his employee,
neighbour and skat mate Karl Schwarze.

Fritz Stichweh I (*1892, † 1974)
Founder – Patriarch – Personal Icon
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Creativity and courage
Only someone who first tries out something really new
has the chance to leave restrictive idea paths and explore
new horizons.
A good example of this is the expansion and the associated
investment of the STICHWEG factory site. Fritz Stichweh used
already 1920 large parts of his available capital to invest
in a new production hall.

Willingness to innovate
and attention to detail
Many people say that the best is the enemy of the
good, but Fritz I quite simply acts accordingly and he learns,
utilizes and perfects his own ability and willingness to innovate,
paired with high technological expertise, a big heart and
attention to detail.
Thus, he very quickly recognizes that the geological
treasures of the region like the Thüste sandstone, the
local lignite resources or the building and industrial
sands that can be dredged here, can open up new
industrial opportunities.

Leadership personality
and perfectionism
Successful entrepreneurs like Fritz Stichweh I not only make
”successful” what they consider to be important, but above
all they make it ”more successful in another way” than other
people of their generation.
Stichweh therefore is maker, thinker and leader in one
person. He knows the right path for his company and follows
it unswervingly by retaining dominantly the control of all
decision processes.
Therefore, the clear orientation of his company remains
throughout his entire life ”an absolute matter for the boss”.
Minor setbacks in the development of breakthrough
technologies don‘t discourage him, but encourage him even
more to incorporate his engineering spirit and the special
power of his very own ”inventor and tester DNA” into
innovative product solutions.
The impressive result of this passionate perfectionism
can be seen in the year 1936 when the Volkswagen plant
in Wolfsburg orders and uses ten Stichweh scrapers for
the extraction of gravel .

This leads him to develop entirely new business lines, so
that already in 1930 besides agricultural machinery also
grinding mills, washing and sorting installations as well
as transport systems for stones and sand are built.

Impressions:
Fig. left : STICHWEH staff around 1936
Fig. top right: Fritz Stichweh I (left) in conversation
Fig. bottom right: STICHWEH scrapers in action
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Design and development work in the past
Drawings and reflections by Fritz Stechweh I concerning
a scraper for underground lignite extraction.
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The right people
behind you

Line of succession
and their commitment

The enthusiasm and dedication for his company and his
clear claim to leadership must have been inspiring. There
is no other way to explain why after the end of the 2nd
World War also the adult Stichweh sons – first Fritz
”the Second” and shortly thereafter his brother Walter –
”roll up their sleeves” together with their father and
re-establish and position the company for a promising
future. In Thüste they build an exemplary new plant for the
production of machines for the sand and gravel industry.

It is Fritz ”the Second”, the first-born son of Fritz
Stichweh, who achieves the breakthrough in the important
industrialization, positioning and the worldwide successful
marketing of the brand STICHWEH. Walter, his younger
brother completes from 1941 until his plane crash in 1975
the family leadership and is for many years the head of
the plant in Braunschweig.

The best wife
beside you

Without doubt, the death of Fritz Stichweh in the year 1974
leaves a large gap which, for five decades, is an obligation,
motivation and successful entrepreneurial principle for his
direct company successors from his own family.
They master this task completely in his sense and develop
the brand STICHWEH into today‘s real global player of global
importance.

Anna is the woman at Fritz Stichweh‘s side and it is she who
ensures with absolutely equal rights at his side that, after
their marriage and the birth of the two children, her husband
can develop his entire entrepreneurial power and personal
potentials and exploit them in the ongoing development of
his company. Anna is the place where he comes to a rest in
order to grow far-sightedly as a private person, company
boss and entrepreneurial personality.

The Stichweh family
left: Walter Stichweh, fourth from left: Fritz Stichweh I,
right: Fritz Stichweh II, sitting in the middle: grandpa Neumann
(father of Anna Stichweh), sitting right: Anna Stichweh.
Fig. top right: Anna and Fritz (I) Stichweh
about 1952 with grandchild Ilse-Marie Stichweh.
Fig. bottom right:
left: Fritz (II) and Walter Stichweh with family.
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Master craftsman‘s diploma Friedrich Stichweh I, 22nd May 1924
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BUSINESS BEFORE
PLEASURE
?

Do you know
LÜT TJE L AGE?
ww w.luettjelage.c
om/
anleitung

Excellent work
is timeless:
Thus STICHWEH
celebrates
again and again
new successes
together.

Company bowling
in former times:
Anna Stichweh puts
the ladies Ahead …
Company bowling
today: the gentlemen
are celebrating already?

Successful companies like STICHWEH
are constantly developing but always
stay true to themselves because,
whatever demanding challenges the
future holds:
excellent work, genuine collegiality
and absolute zest for life don‘t
contradict here, but are an important
and timelessly firm component of
the vested company DNA.
Join us and let us take a look back:
with the best ”snapshots” from more
than 100 years of company history.
If that‘s no cause for ”celebration” ...!

A day like this …
From left to right: Martina Schweigert, Jutta Gorial,
Ilse-Marie Jonas-Stichweh, Ralf Klingebiel

A man from Lower Saxony is a
little bit like a sausage sandwich:
honest, substantial, direct and quickly
ready for any celebration ;-)

Just convert the
office, please!
June 1991, farewell party
of Ralf Klingebiel

From left to right:
Annette Tegtmeyer,
Ralf Klingebiel,
Ilse-Marie Jonas-Stichweh,
Fritz Stichweh II.
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Even abroad sociability
ranks high: 1983 STICHWEH
(Jutta Gorial sitting left,
Fritz Stichweh II, sitting right)
visiting VICDOM in Canada.
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In the past:
Patriarchal
management,
perfection and
party mood
Shall we dance?
Fig. above:
Fritz Stichweh (Fritz I)
Fig. right:
Fritz Stichweh (Fritz II),
with his daughter
Ilse-Marie

Loyalty and sense of community
for generations – Fritz Stichweh ”the
First“ manages within a very short time
to make his employees loyal workers
who like to celebrate their sense of
community together.
One should celebrate the parties as
they come. And so does the entire staff
– regardless of social rank, position and
specific task in the overall operation –
together with Fritz and his immediate
family members in a refreshingly lighthearted and natural way.

Happy Birthday Boss!
In the middle: Ilse-Marie Jonas-Stichweh,
left: Fritz Stichweh III, right: Fritz Stichweh II

This creates already in the nearly six
formative decades under his leadership
what exactly today we like to call
”successful measures to build a
team“. However, with one significant
difference: a good atmosphere and
a well-coordinated functioning
team were not and are not decreed
with Stichweh by the Boss, but are
perceptible by everyone at any time.

Again and again
on Fridays:
Sausages for
everyone!
Fig. right:
(1999) drinks in the
production hall.

1994: STICHWEH celebrates its 75-year anniversary
Scenes: Reinhard Jonas gives the speech, festive buffet,
the hosts (Left picture: Carsten Stichweh with his mother
Christine Stichweh, in front on the right: his father Fritz Stichweh).
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Many thanks for your work!
At the Christmas party in 2015,
Anja Gröhlich hands a gift
to Uwe Olthoff.

Company barbecue autumn 2009 at
the Naturfreundehaus in Lauenstein.
100 years of STICHWEH | THIS IS REALLY HISTORY!

Nice to see you.
Fritz Stichweh II welcomes guests.
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THERE‘S NO

BUSINESS LIKE

SHOW BUSINESS

Say cheers to a successful fair day!
Richard Snoby, STICHWEH LLC, Georgia
CONEXPO – CON/AGG 2017, Las Vegas, Nevada

For more than 60 years STICHWEH has
exhibited at the bauma trade fair!
The illustrations show the STICHWEH fair stands
in the fifties and sixties, 1995 as well as a certificate of
participation from the year 1998 (40 years of loyalty).
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Later:
Inspiring fairs,
humanity and
latest machines

Today:
Forwardlooking
paths, new
management
structures
and flexible
team work

If there were a ”patented recipe for
success“, to ”decorate” industrial fairs
with a lot of business deals, STICHWEH
might be its inventor. But in fact,
the simple but nevertheless unique
realization behind this is: „If the
ingredients are right, the result will
be right, too“.

Even though for some years now
STICHWEH is no longer family
managed, but relies on a diversely
experienced dual leadership:
The jointly lived and ”celebrated”
values can still be felt today.

It is not by chance that the qualities
of the systems and the solutions of
STICHWEH have always convinced the
decision-makers in all global export
markets by the unique combination
of inspiringly staged fairs, high
professional competence, inviting
humanity of the acting persons and
latest machines.

So, STICHWEH is one of the few
companies worldwide that actually
managed to create state-of-the-art
personnel, management and production
structures without ever losing its
positively defining company identity.
Whoever works for STICHWEH today
meets not only forward-looking
new paths, optimized management
structures and flexibly cooperating
teams, but also knows what has really
brought together all generations of the
STICHWEH employees for more than a
century:
Being strong together, creating
something new together and
celebrating successes together.

Therefore, it is quite natural that during
or at the end of a hard fair day there still
remains time to enjoy (fair and work)
life together with renowned customers
from all over the world.
In short: it is not only ”business as
usual”, but ”IT‘S (A) STICHWEH”.

STICHWEH ”Tour dates” all over the world
From top to bottom:
Fig. 1 and 2: 1989, bauma, Munich
Fig. 3: 2017, CTT, Moscow, Russia
Fig. 4: SIM 2017, Metz, France
Fig. 5 and 6: 2017, CON/AGG, Las Vegas, USA

1968, industrial fair in Hanover
Companies from 32 nations present themselves.
Fig. left: from left to right: Friedhelm Tegtmeyer, Annette Tegtmeyer,
Ilse-Marie Jonas-Stichweh, Ilse Stichweh
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TRADITIONALLY AHEAD
OF THE FUTURE.
FOR 100 YEARS.
From a metalworking shop to
a Full Service provider for
plants to extract and process

sand and gravel

1919
The Stichweh & Feige Maschinenfabrik
takes on locksmith work and repairs for
agricultural machines and equipment.

From 1930

”The longer you can look back,
the farther you can look forward“
Winston Churchill
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Expansion of the business lines:
Grinding plants, washing and sorting
plants and transport systems for the
surrounding industry (briquette factory,
lime and coal mining, also underground
mining, mining of gravel and sand).

The entry in the diary documents the
time when the company was founded:
Wording: ”1.5.19 self-employed“.

100 years of STICHWEH | THIS IS REALLY HISTORY!

The next
step was the
consequent
expansion of
competencies
in sand and
gravel extraction.
Furthermore, the
company now
lays the important
foundation for
the development
of drag scrapers.
33

1962
1936
Delivery of drag scrapers to extract
gravel for the construction of the
Volkswagen factory in Wolfsburg.
During the war years 1939 – 1945
the production is stopped.
After the end of the war, operations
are resumed and started with repairs,
restoration and joint reconstruction
of the surrounding industry.

1948
A new success story begins with
the currency reform and the
reconstruction.
The workshop grows into a powerful
machine factory. The focus is now on
high performance machines for the
sand and gravel industry.

1950 – 1960
The constantly growing order
situation allows large acquisitions
and strategically important factory
extensions.

1958
First exhibition at the bauma
(construction machinery trade fair)
in Munich.

1960 – 1962
The permanently increasing demand
for sand and gravel has a decisive
impact on the development of an
innovative drainage technology.
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the first
STICHWEH
bucket wheel
leaves the main
factory and
revolutionizes
the market
permanently.
The world-wide recognized know-how,
the high and permanently growing
technological competence as well as
the tireless commitment in the field,
helped to turn the Stichweh KG into
an important Global Player.

So as early as
1960 more than
60 % of orders
were already
being delivered
to foreign
countries

Fritz Stichweh II receives exclusive gifts for successfully completed projects from all over the world:
for example a ship made of glass from a satisfied Thai
business partner or, in the background, sculptures made
of soapstone from a Big Business in North America.

(among others to Austria, Switzerland,
France, Benelux, Denmark, Bulgaria,
Venezuela, Canada, Thailand etc.).

1962

Product sheets and advertising
brochures from the early years
with exact functional descriptions
for world-wide distribution.

By constructing the factory in
Brunswick, Fritz Stichweh KG
enormously increases once again the
company‘s efficiency and power of
innovation and further pioneering
technological milestones are
achieved: e.g. double drag scrapers
to discharge gravel dredging vessels
or the new development of even
larger bucket wheels.
100 years of STICHWEH | THIS IS REALLY HISTORY!
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2004/2005
1997: Topping out ceremony
for the expansion of the
administration building
and modernization of the
construction department.

STICHWEH renews itself internally
and externally and distributes its ever
more efficient systems very successfully
to all regions of the world.

Some
milestones
of the modern
age:

1975
Walter Stichweh dies in a fatal accident.
As leader of the factory in Brunswick
he was the essential driver for new
advanced technology.
Four years after his death the site in
Brunswick is closed and in 1979 the
production is relocated to Thüste.

1978
the development of the drag scrapers
achieves a new record: The largest
drag scraper with a bucket size of
10m3 is delivered in the same year to
Denmark. Important innovations and
constant growth continue to shape the
successful family-owned company.
By this time, STICHWEH has already
become a worldwide recognized
brand.
In the period up to 1994 alone,
coinciding with the 75-year
anniversary of the company‘s
foundation, more than

1000 drag
scrapers, 600
bucket wheels
and 100 sand
and gravel
processing
machines were
delivered all
over the world.



Foundation of
STICHWEH LLC in the USA.



 stablishment of the
E
representation and distribution
system in Russia.




Successful
fair presences in
Europe, Asia and USA (e.g. at
the Con/Agg, the international
leading fair for construction
machinery and equipment).



 he new STICHWEH
T
recruiting program with
currently 44 employees.



 he high service readiness that
T
provides again and again new
impetus for excellent quality
demands and the continued
success of the brand.



Consistent top performances
like the direct drive of the
worldwide proven drag scraper
program via electric engine
and frequency converter with
up to 40 % less energy
requirements, without exhaust
and very low noise emissions.

Current highlights

→ S
 TICHWEH optimizes
drag scraper technology
and creates via the brake
system of the drag scraper
an intelligent energy
recovery system for even
more efficient, flexible and
environment-friendly drag
scrapers.
(see page 82)

→ F
 urther expansion of the
portfolios in the area of
processing technology by
setting machines and
cyclones for washing and
classification.
(see page 106)

→ 	The range of spare parts is
expanded, in particular also
for pumps of the older generation.
(see page 112)

Fritz Stichweh II receives official congratulations on the occasion of the company‘s
75th anniversary. From left to right: Helmut Heuer, member of the Samtgemeinderat
of the village Salzhemmendorf, Fritz Stichweh II, Mister Kramer, local mayor of the village
Salzhemmendorf.
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FROM THE

ARCHIVE
01

12

02

13
13

03

04

05
14

Nr. 01 > Mexico, drag scraper
Nr. 02 > G
 ermany, bucket wheel

06

15

Nr. 03 > U
 SA, bucket wheel
Nr. 04 > Germany, bucket wheel

10

Nr. 05 > G
 ermany, drag scraper
KS400 RA 30
Nr. 06 > U
 SA, Hamilton,
double bucket wheel
Nr. 07 > Austria,
Langenkampen/Inn,
double bucket wheel

07

Nr. 08 > Germany,
bucket wheel
with 3 wheel bodies
Nr. 09 > Iceland, bucket wheel
with double wheel body

09

Nr. 10 > Germany,
preparation plant with
bucket wheel ES 80 BB

15

16

Nr. 11 > Netherlands,
FS 3009 BL 120,
loading in Thüste

08
11

Nr. 12 > GB, ship scraper
Nr. 13 > B
 ulgaria, 1987,
4 x KS 1000,
inauguration ceremony

17

Nr. 14 > G
 B, ship scraper
Nr. 15 > Germany,
”Lehrter Bahnhof” station
Nr. 16 > USA, bucket wheel E 6518 H
Nr. 17 > USA, double bucket wheel E 8018
with 8 m wheel diameter
38
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2019

2009

1999

1989

1979

1969

1969

1959

1949

1939

1929

1919

THE STICHWEH

1 Mai 2019
100 years of
STICHWEH

Carsten Stichweh, Dipl.-Wirtschaftsingenieur
(graduate industrial engineer)
1992 Roland Drechsle, staatl. gepr. Ing. für Maschinenbau
(state certified mechanical engineer)

WHO’S WHO

1991 Anja Gröhlich, management accountant/controller
1988 Günter Lukas, management assistant
in wholesale and foreign trade

Behind 100 years of company history there always
lies the sum of countless individual performances.
Every individual member of staff, each hour of time
worked and every smallest idea counts.
Unfortunately we cannot list all of them, but
here we give an overview of who guided
and directed and when.

1981 Ralf Klingebiel, management accountant
1981 Rolf Sürig, machine fitter
military service, studies

1975 Fritz Stichweh (Fritz III), D
 ipl.-Ing. Maschinenbau
(graduate mechanical engineer)
1974 Ilse-Marie Jonas-Stichweh, management assistant
1972 Reinhard Jonas, industrial management assistant
1964 Christine Stichweh, head secretary
1963 Siegfried Lenkeit, Dipl.-Ing. Maschinenbau
(graduate mechanical engineer)

1941 Walter Stichweh (*1927, † 1975), Dipl.-Ing. Maschinenbau
(graduate mechanical engineer)
1937 Elli Braukmann, accountant

Company affiliation
Authorized officer
General Manager
Partner
Freelance consultant

1936 Fritz Stichweh (Fritz II, *1922, † 2006), master engineer
1 May 1919 company foundation, Fritz Stichweh (Fritz I, *1892, † 1974), master machinist

1920 construction of Hall I

1950 Expansion of Hall I,
incl. machine-tool park
1975 New building of workers‘ housing in Thüste
During the following 18 years:
New building of Hall II, Hall III, Hall IV, Hall V
and administration building (today work preparation)

1972
New building of Hall VI,
Expansion of the
social rooms, new building
of the swimming pool

2013 Foundation STICHWEH LLC USA
2015 Erection of
photovoltaic plant, 67 kWp
2016 Acquisition of modern
production facilities
2018 E
 xpansion of internal structures

1997
Extension
conference rooms,
Extension
technical office

Continuous modernization process in buildings, machinery and design technology

1962 New foundation
of the plant in Brunswick

The company logo
through the course
of time

1979 Closure
of the plant in Brunswick

>>

FST stands for Fritz Stichweh Thüste

Consolidation
Foundation SMT STICHWEH

STICHWEH

SMT stands for
STICHWEH Maschinen Thüste
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Fritz Stichweh I

* 1892, † 1974
Master machinist

In 1919, Fritz ”the First”
Stichweh had enough courage,
optimism and energy to
set up his own business in
Thüste. His expertise as master
fitter was a precondition for
success and the growing
industrialization gave him
a solid economic base.
From 1930 were produced
under his direction besides
agricultural machines also
grinding plants, washing and
sorting installations as well as
transport systems for stones
and sand.

Fritz Stichweh III

Graduate mechanical engineer
He who follows in the
footsteps of others, never
leaves a footprint of his own.
Exactly that may have thought
Fritz Stichweh III, when he
decided in the nineties to leave
the company and to do his
own thing.
He created a solid base with
his completed apprenticeship
as a mechanical engineer
and subsequent studies
to become a graduate
engineer – the experiences
in the family company
were certainly helpful for
a successful future!
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Fritz Stichweh II
* 1922, † 2006
Master engineer
When in 1936 Fritz ”the
Second” entered the company
it quickly became clear: he
was just like his father. It was
he who securely entered and
conquered the international
arena. Whether with the
participation in trade fairs or
high- precision acquisition at
home and abroad – under
his direction the company
became internationally
recognized. In the end, Fritz II
could look back on a satisfied
and successful working life.

Rolf Sürig
Machine fitter, partner,
General Manager
The „da Vinci“ from Thüste.
A real STICHWEH, who climbed
the steps of the career ladder
consequently, with talent and
diligence. As tinkerer and
developer as well as consultant
and planner. An all-round
talent, under whose direction
necessary developments as
well as pioneering innovations
came about. He is known as
unpretentious and modest,
but also unswerving once he
has chosen a course. Then he
remains stubbornly nordic by
nature.

Walter Stichweh

* 1927, † 1975
Graduate mechanical engineer
1941, five years after Fritz II,
his younger brother Walter
entered the company.
He was all-in-one: bon vivant
and advanced head, successful
product developer and great
technician. 1962 he became
managing director of the new
branch of the company in
Brunswick. In 1975 then the
shock and the abrupt end of
a young life: he and two other
occupants were killed by a
crash with his private aircraft.

THE
WHO’S
WHO
over
the
decades –
a brief
portrait

Siegfried Lenkeit †
Graduate mechanical engineer
During all the years when
being employed with the
company – also as managing
director – a man on who
colleagues, employees
and customers could rely
one hundred percent.
Conscientious, professionally
experienced and with his
finger on the pulse of time, he
always was a positive thinker
and in tricky situations a
solution finder and facilitator.
It is said that he has been with
STICHWEH simply in the right
place at the right time. Luck
must be in!

Ralf Klingebiel
Management accountant
Under Fritz II he worked
10 years for STICHWEH in
the field accounting and
finances with procuration.
Quite contrary to the cliché,
Klingebiel was no bean
counter but a man who
took thinks lightly. He took it
lightly if Lukas, with whom he
carpooled, was annoyed again
because he had to wait, or if
somebody got upset about
his untidy desk. Nothing to
worry about: only the genius
masters the chaos - so his
motto.
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Christine Stichweh †

Head secretary
As second wife of Fritz II
she supported him with great
strength und care. Always well
turned out, correct and
disciplined, speaking perfect
English and French, she
accompanied him as the right
hand on important business
trips around the globe and
she was often, what we today
call a sparring partner. Until
her resignation in 2004,
Christine Stichweh contributed
significantly to the international
success of STICHWEH by her
stylish performance and
proven expertise.

Günter Lukas

Management assistant in
wholesale and foreign trade
Composure – your name is
Lukas! The former STICHWE
H
managing director was a man
of punctuality and serenity.
He never was quick-tempere
d,
unfair, freaked out – a man
who simply was liked by
ever ybody. Part of such a
character are also the principle
s
of a clearly regulated daily
routine with regular breaks.
Regardless who was in the
company– at exactly nine and
twelve o‘clock a break was
taken and it was eaten. Alwa
ys
and without exception.

Reinhard Jonas
Industrial management assistant
Active in sand and gravel for
47 years: there remain no
questions unanswered. Without
doubt, Reinhard Jonas is the
Wikipedia of the stone and
earth industry. For decades
he worked for STICHWEH
and today he is working with
his expertise as independent
STICHWEH consultant. A
” jack-of-all-factories”. Insiders
confirm: in the morning he is
calling from Stuttgart (southern
Germany) and in the evening he
is coming back from Hamburg
(northern Germany). His great
love: the bucket wheels!

Anja Gröhlich
Management accountant,
controller, partner, General
Manager
Working for 27 years in the
company – a STICHWEH
through and through! As a real
woman from Lower Saxony the
businesswoman represents two
important guiding principles of
her employer brand in one
person. First the motto:
Recruiting out of the region
and for the region for a
sustainable corporate growth.
Second the initiative: Women
in male-dominated professions –
because in the stone and earth
industry women are still
seriously underrepresented.
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Elli Braukmann †

Accountant

A ”mistress of figures” and
a really good one! ”You just
had to love Elli Braukmann“ –
so the opinion of former
colleagues. But you also
could not fool her: She
had procuration and in the
60s/70s each figure passed
her desk before entering
the books – of course never
unchecked.
The good soul in the
company STICHWEH worked
until her retirement with 100 %
commitment and passion for
the company.
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Ilse-Marie Jonas-Stichweh
Management assistant
As daughter from the first
marriage of Fritz II – and
married with the brother of
Reinhard Jonas – she was
throughout her working life
an important and firm part
of STICHWEH. Friendly and
sensitive, always balancing,
a gently determining pendant
to the lords of creation, whose
tone was sometimes a bit
tough. Due to her friendly
and sensitive nature she kept
the business running even in
difficult times!

Roland Drechsle
State certified mechanical
engineer
When Drechsle got to know
Fritz II, two found together:
both enthusiastic inventors
and tinkerers. Drechsle has
moved a great deal with
STICHWEH by his pleasantquick manner, was traveling
tirelessly and impressed with
his Alsatian pragmatisms. Our
customers in Denmark call
him ”the fast speaking man”,
the colleagues in Thüste
the ”energy miracle“ and at
home he is still today simply
”impossible“.
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”I WANTED TO MAKE
A DIFFERENCE WITH
TECHNOLOGY!”
PROFILE
Name:

From the third wheel in the
apprentice selection to the Chief

Designer with STICHWEH

> Friedel-August Renziehausen
Date of birth:
> 18 June 1939
Place of birth:
> Salzhemmendorf,
district Hameln-Pyrmont,
Lower Saxony
Religion:
> Lutheran
Background:
1.4.1946 – 31.3.1950
> Primary school in Salzhemmendorf
1.4.1950 – 31.3.1956
>Secondary school
(Wilhelm-Raabe-Schule/Hameln)
1.4.1956 – 30.9.1959
> Training as an engine fitter with the
company Firma Fritz Stichweh KG
Qualification:
journeyman‘s examination
> Vocational school for boys
of the city Hameln
Give me a lever and a place to
stand and I will move the earth.

1.10.1959 – 30.11.1959
> Working as journeyman with the
company Fritz Stichweh KG
1 .12.1959 – 31.3.1960
> Casting internship with the
company Gustav Pleissner
Eisengießerei, Elze

Archimedes (287 – 212 B.C.),
Greek physicist, mathematician
and mechanic

1.4.1960 – 30.4.1961
> Basic military service with
the German Air Force
1.3.1961 – 10.2.1964
> Staatliche Ingenieur-Schule
Hannover (State School of
Engineering Hanover),
Department of Engineering
1.3.1964 – 30.6.2004
> Design engineer with
the company STICHWEH

For more than five decades with STICHWEH
and always up-to-date. Still today Mr Renziehausen
is active for STICHWEH as member of the Advisory Board.
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What made me the way I am!
It was my father who marked my
life. He conveyed his enthusiasm for
technology to me and introduced me
very early to people who later marked
my journey through life.
My father worked as foreman with
one of the Salzhemmendorf lime works,
the lime and brick factory ”Biermann
und Pieper“. At that time, specialists
of the company Stichweh sometimes
carried out repair work at the conveying
system, the equipment of the lime kiln
and the machines of the limestone
grinders. And so it happened that my
father had contact also with the former
Mister Stichweh Senior and his son Fritz.
Due to my great interest in machines
and thanks to my father‘s initiative, I
could approach Mr Stichweh senior
and apply.
In fact, Stichweh had already
chosen 4 new apprentices for the
apprenticeship year 1956.
But my results in the written and oral
application test convinced Mr Stichweh
senior and so I could begin on 01.04.
1956 my three-and-a-half year
apprenticeship as fitter – so to speak
as spare wheel.
Who advanced me with STICHWEH?
Because of my good theoretic and
practical performances during
my apprenticeship time, it was
especially the Stichweh son Walter
who encouraged me to continue my
formation. But I also showed own
initiative. Technology was my passion
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and I wanted to make a difference! For
this I continued to educate myself with
the help of specialist literature and still
during my apprenticeship time I applied
for the entrance examination at the
Staatliche Ingenieurschule Hannover
(State School of Engineering Hanover).
I passed the exam together with a
4-month mandatory internship in an
iron foundry with success.
Still before I terminated the compulsory
military service with the German Air Force
I could finally start on 01.03.1961 with
my studies at the Engineering School
in Hanover, which I completed in
February 1964 with the qualification
”staatlich geprüfter Ingenieur für
Maschinenbau“ (State-certified
mechanical engineer).
Back to the future!
My decision to return after my studies
to STICHWEH was based on several
reasons:
On the one hand I was offered a
responsible post with varied tasks as
machine designer for the, at that time,
emerging construction industry.
An offer which fascinated me, the
young engineer, more than a job in a
large company where you as one of
many had only little scope e.g. in the
construction of gearbox units or body
parts.
On the other hand I am a family man
with strong roots in the region and
I wished to start also my own family
near my parents‘ home.
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MOBILITY
First, during my apprentice time I had to go to
work by a very early train. Then I motorized myself
with a moped, already then a luxury. Later the
moped became a motorbike and finally in 1964 a
car: a new Opel Kadett.
The new Opel cost 4,800 DM. As engineer I earned
at that time 650 DM gross.

Mr Renziehausen,

how about a
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INNOVATIONS
At that time, everything went quite directly.
The field service, the engineer or the boss had
seen something somewhere. So it worked with
the bucket wheels, too. Walter Stichweh saw a
similar machine near Minden, implemented the
item for himself and developed it further with FST
in Thüste.
Also the relation to the field service and
especially to the representatives was
important! These people always bring the
technical innovations home. They tell us their
news.

FUTURE MARKETS
Raw materials and constructing material
are becoming more and more expensive
and scarcer. In my opinion, Stichweh should
concentrate on the recycling and processing of
building rubble. That‘s a market of the future!

INTERNATIONAL CHALLENGES
Sure, again and again there have been
challenges! I remember an inquiry from Sumatra:
Here the Dutchmen had already prospected gold
in a riverbed of sand when Sumatra still was a
Dutch colony.
The later diggers had asked STICHWEH if it
would be possible to convey this sand by using a
scraper ... I took a detailed look on everything and
theoretically it would have worked. However, the
project finally failed due to the fact that no traffic
routes led to the site; we would have been forced
to disassemble the scraper into so many small
parts that on the whole, no gold value would have
accrued.
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The Team consisted of the boss, the field
representative and myself.
For years I was the sole engineer and I had the full
responsibility and confidence of the management,
who cooperated with me and the field service
really effectively.

CAREER

COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT

The industry never tempted me. Mention was
made there of higher salaries but also of less and/
or no liberties at all. And these liberties I had with
Stichweh. A big luck for me!

Mr Renziehausen, the machine does not run
anymore … when I got those calls for help I often
went there straightaway. A remote diagnosis was
often difficult because the customers did not know
the new machines and technologies and the error
that led to machine standstill could stem from
quite banal reasons. So, one night I drove to the
south of Germany, only to realize that the machine
100 years of STICHWEH | THIS IS REALLY HISTORY!

	The German economic miracle

accelerated the structural
change of the economy which
had started since the industrial
revolution.

	Agriculture lost its importance.
In 1950 nearly 25 % of the
employees worked in this area
and in 1960 only 13 % were
working in the agricultural
sector (1970: 9 %).

BEST PRACTICE
Each individual project has its story.
One flagship project was e.g. the development of
”walking mechanisms“ for scrapers.
Over the years, the scrapers became larger and
larger: at the beginning 0.7 – 2 cubic meters
bucket size. The small scrapers could be still
moved with bulldozers, but to move scrapers with
a bucket size of 3 – 5 cubic meters was already
difficult and no longer possible by normal means.
During the interim period until the important
innovation ”walking mechanism“ was ready for
operation, we used many a stopgap: When there
were military exercises we paid the soldiers with a
case of beer and then they moved the scraper with
an armoured recovery vehicle (ARV) …

TEAMWORK
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Holidays were not really an issue: My parents never
took holidays. Holidays were pretty much a new
invention. Later I travelled to Lake Constance and
to the mountains. At that time we also had to work
on Saturdays. We worked every second Saturday
morning and the overtime was paid.

did not function because too little hydraulic oil had
been filled in. I filled in 20 litres of oil, restarted the
machine – and bam – it was running again.

	On the other hand, the
proportion of persons employed
as craft or industry workers
increased in the same period
from 43 % to 48 %
(until 1970: 42 %).

	The highest growth rates were
registered in the service sector.

	In 1950 33 % of the employed
persons had provided trade
and transport services, in
1960 it was already 39 %
(1970: 42 %).

	The FRG developed since the

Prosperity for all
After the mid-fifties also the consumers‘ purchasing power rose
again, while the cost of living stagnated. So there was extra
money for consumption. The Germans fell into a real shopping
binge: furniture, cars, journeys, electrical appliances. Erhard‘s
concept ”Prosperity for all” seemed to be working. The mass
fabrication of consumer goods reduced the prices for formerly
unaffordable things such as radios, TVs or washing machines.
100 years of STICHWEH | THIS IS REALLY HISTORY!

fifties into a modern industrial
economy with a notably strong
service sector.
Source: http://www.schultreff.de/
referate/geschichte/r0611t00.htm
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THÜSTE
Everything you
Former residence
of the Stichweh family

Formerly: office building
Today: work preparation
and warehouse
Office building

Hall II
Hall I

Hall IV
Hall III

Hall VI

always wanted
to know about Thüste!

Hall V

The successful company history of STICHWEH, going back
more than a hundred years, is closely related to the traditional
headquarters in Thüste. A good reason to take a look back together
with today‘s village mayor Karl-Heinz Grießner and cast an outlook
on the present and future of Thüste and STICHWEH.

SMT STICHWEH in summer 2018
Thüste/Salzhemmendorf
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Karl-Heinz Grießner
Village mayor of the villages
Ockensen, Thüste and Wallensen
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	The geographic
location
 hüste is a district of the village Salzhemmendorf
T
in the rural district Hameln-Pyrmont and is located
in the eastern part of the natural park Weserbergland
Schaumburg-Hameln. Since the incorporation in
1973, the districts Thüste, Wallensen and Ockensen
form a common village whose local mayor is Karl-Heinz
Grießner.

SALZHEMMENDORF

	Thüste before
the foundation
of STICHWEH

	Thüste after
the foundation
of STICHWEH

	”Thüste has developed from a formerly agriculturally
dominated village with farmland for wheat and sugar
beet growing into a village with diverse commercial
enterprises“, explains Grießner.
	Already at the beginning of the 20th century four
quarries and sawmills delivered the processed or
non-processed Thüster lime and sandstone to all
regions and for the manifold use in the emerging
construction industry.

	”Fritz Stichweh and Willi Feige started
their own company as a small locksmith‘s
shop. Born in Thüste they were of course
recognized and esteemed members
of the Thüste village community”,
emphasizes Karl-Heinz Grießner. So it was
quite natural that Fritz Stichweh joined
the voluntary fire brigade of the village as
member.

 Coal and briquettes
create jobs

	Stichweh & Feige
create something
new

OCKENSEN

THÜSTE

WALLENSEN
Thüste lies in the Federal State of Lower Saxony,
50 km south of Hanover, 75 km north of Göttingen,
320 km west of Berlin and 110 km east of Bielefeld.

	A very important further economic factor in the period
before the foundation of STICHWEH was the union
Humboldt, who operated the lignite mine of the same
name.
	The coal mining started in 1843 – first as underground
later as surface operation. Of course the workers
reached the factory on foot or with the bike. Day
and night, Saturdays and Sundays one could hear the
monotonous ”Klack Klack” of the briquette presses.
	Although at that time many people of Thüste were
employed here, the mine was shut down in 1861 due
to unprofitable operations. But six years later, in 1867,
the lignite mining was started again.
	Six chimneys burned the briquette powder and their
black smoke trails forecasted the weather. Ascending
brown-black smoke columns pointed to nice weather.
	The briquette factory was built here also in 1899 – and
its „Sonne-Briketts“ were supplied by rail all over
the world.
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	The two founders of STICHWEH distinguished
themselves by their regionally deep-rooted,
down-to-earth mentality that is as
characteristic as the inviting beautiful
landscape around Thüste: It is not large
and mighty; but it delivers what it promises.
	
Straightforward, mathematically
sound and reliable, Stichweh & Feige
set important new emphasis also in
regard to their social commitment.
	Through the promotion of STICHWEH the
saltwater swimming pool in Wallensen
could be built and opened in 1954.
I n addition, their pioneering way of
thinking ensured that the success of the
company could be seamlessly continued
and expanded also after the difficult
time of reconstruction after the Second
World War.
	
	Even the at that time by no means optimal
transport connection of the home village
in the Thüster Valley – as well as the
surrounding mountain ranges of the Lower
Saxon Hills – did not constitute a logistical
barrier for the later global success of
STICHWEH.
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 Future of Thüste
	
With currently 526 inhabitants (as of: 31.12.2017) Thüste
is still today one of the larger villages of the region with
rural character and continues to place its emphasis
on its own strengths.
	One important milestone for the future is the childrenfriendly orientation of the village in order to facilitate
the moving in of families and to maintain the attraction
of Thüste also for future generations.
	This can be achieved with the award for the ffn-Dream
Play Park 2018 in Wallensen valued at 150.000 € –
and its opening in August 2018.
	”The manifold landscape, the healthy nature and the
friendly people – this is still today a combination which
will help us to shape the future of Thüste successfully.“
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J
ourney
through
the history
of Thüste

Where there is water, there begin settlements: such as in Thüste. The Thüster Beeke rises near
Duingen, crosses Weenzen and flows below Ockensen into the river Saale. It collects waters from the
Linsenbrunnen and the Mühlenborn. It runs the Hermann Fischer Upper Mill, formerly Ewig, August
Fischer Central Mill (s. fig.) and the Lower Mill which is also a sawmill.

1847 Röpke & Gödeke
At that time lime was fired in a ring kiln. In 1946 – 48 the kiln
was rebuilt into a pottery factory where first hotplates for electric
cookers, simple pots and bowls were produced.
Then they specialised in the production of flowerpots and
today the company Grupe und Schwabe produces roof tiles.

The lignite mine in Wallensen with stripping shovel.
Today this place is the local recreation area „Duinger Lakes“
(Bruchsee, Humboldtsee, Weinsee, …)

Workers in the quarry Stone blocks from Thüste are sold
throughout Germany. Also at the bottom of the Maschsee
in Hannover are lying Thüster stones.

The extracted lignite was transported out of the mine
to the briquette factory via a 1250 m long aerial cableway.
Later the transport was shifted to the local railway (VDD).
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The multi-talent drag scraper used over decades.
Drag scrapers are, at the same time, extraction, conveying and
loading devices. The round chassis allows a large operating range
when extracting large areas from a central point. Material can be
extracted dry but also from underwater. The height of the load
chute enables the direct loading of trucks. When adding a
corresponding pre-bunker with feeder, the material to be
transported can be placed on a conveyor belt.

Fig. left top: backfilling and removing of coal piles.
Fig. bottom left: emptying mud ponds, ash ponds and
other settling tanks – for all industrial sectors.
Fig. right top: small processing plant with bunkers
Fig. bottom right: on a cross chassis for direct truck load,
river regulation and check dam.

STICHWEH,
hall IV, 1974
100 years of STICHWEH | THIS IS REALLY HISTORY!
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Historical postcards
of Thüste
Motifs:
1: Inn of H. Glenewinkel
2: Dairy
3: View of Thüste
4:	Station with the
the narrow-gauge railway
5: Gasthof zum Bahnhof,
H. Sonnenmeier
The railway was called
VDD-Kleinbahn
(Voldagsen - Duingen - Delligsen)
and connected the three villages.
The railway transported people
and goods (briquettes, sand,
stone, clay …).

3

4

5

STICHWEH – from a village forge
to a global player
Fig. left top: the fifties
Fig. right top: in about 1965,
Fig. below: STICHWEH in summer 2018.

From the year 1911

The place name of Thüste …
consists of the name of the Germanic god Tuisto, to whom was devoted on
the Thüster mountain near the old sol oak tree a stone altar and of the word
Ter for forest, thus Tuisto-Forest.
Tacitus says in his work ”Germania”:
”Celebrant carminibus antiquis (quod unum apud illos memoriae et annalium
genus est ) Tuisconem deum Terra editum et filium Mannum originem gentis
conditorisque.“
”As founding fathers and founders of their tribe they [the Teutons] glorify in
ancient songs – the only way of historical report they know – Tuisto, a god
born of the earth and his son Mannus.“
– TACITUS: Germania 2,2
Source: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuisto

Village life and highlights in Thüste:
STICHWEH company outing (fifties)
with tympani and trumpets.
Fig. right:
Parade with the Volunteer Fire Brigade Thüste.
Right in the carriage: Fritz Stichweh I
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OPPORTUNITY
MAKES

A LOVER!

PROFILE

Who I am:
Born: 1936
Name: Günter Rausch
Since 4.1.1965 with STICHWEH
Occupation: Lathe operator
Pensioner and working four
days a week for five hours in
the morning with STICHWEH
Fan: Football club WeenzenThüste-Wallensen e.V. (WTW)

Historically speaking I was born in the East Zone. Timelessly spoken I come from
Leipzig. My birth year is 1936 – shortly before the Second World War began.
Whether war children are specially lively – who knows? When I was 14 I did an
apprenticeship in my place of birth: 3 years as lathe operator.
The topic ”here to there“ came later – after the building of the Wall in 1961. In the
fifties the border crossing still was not so difficult. My mother had relatives ”over
there“ – in Salzhemmendorf.
Her brother lived here. From time to time I came here, simply to enjoy vacations.
Just nearby in Hameln there was the company Reintjes: A representative asked
me if I would be interested to start work here. He said: ”I‘ll call you on Sunday.”
It was Friday. On Sunday he told me I should come to Hameln in order to introduce
myself. On Monday I was told that I could start to work at once.

Question of the editorial office:
How many opportunities does
a lifetime provide?

What remained: the supply and the logistics. Pack my bags. Smear breads. I lived
in Salzhemmendorf and I had to go to Hameln: with the car? I only had a bike. So
I took the Triebwagen, a little train, to go to Hameln. Not with my bike.

Answer Günter Rausch: 		
An infinite number!

I went to Reintjes with my bags. I put them down there – I don‘t know what clothes
I had … perhaps still a pair of trousers. I worked till 10 o‘clock in the evening and
slept at a colleague‘s house. The next day I then also had to register.
I did not even have my journeyman‘s certificate with me. Only my identity card
and passport. I also had no room to stay. So I went to the registration office and
registered there. As it happened, an elderly gentleman stood beside me and said:
”I heard that you are looking for a room.” I: ”Yes!” He: ”I still have one.”So now I
had a room.
If the officers had gone through the official channels, I would have first had to go
to a camp. But the competent officer chose the ”short official channel” and
proposed to me: ”come back next week together with a passport photo, then you
will get your identity card.” Everything went very quickly: at that time I had a
lot of luck.

Günter Rausch, for 54 years as lathe operator with STICHWEH.
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Mr Rausch –
what do you like
about your job?
Then I worked one year with Reintjes. There we had magazines where
they reported about Swiss companies. We looked at them and a
colleague asked me: ”Would you like to go to Switzerland?” ”I‘ll come
with you.”
So we wrote to the Swiss company. Four weeks we heard nothing.
Then, in the 5th week we got a letter. ”You can start to work at once.”
We went there and we got immediately an employment contract with
the company Böhler. There I met a girlfriend. It was nice to be there. In
Switzerland everything was different, freer. I also had a lot of mates.
Taking a ”detour” via Vorarlberg in Austria – a long story – I came back
to Germany.
Here I started to work with the company Stephan und Söhne in Hameln.
1957 I got married and in 1958 my daughter was born.
It was in 1965 when STICHWEH was looking for a lathe operator.
I submitted my application and then I was employed with STICHWEH.
And here I am still working – 4 days a week, 5 hours in the morning.
Because dusting and run along with the vacuum cleaner every day,
no, that‘s not my thing.
With STICHWEH I had and I still have a good time. Yes, we also went
through difficult phases: short-time work, 2 days‘ work, 8 days at home.
Then there were times when we had such a lot of orders that we had to
work to the maximum. But we earned good money because we were
paid for overtime. The working hours were – just like everywhere at that
time: on weekdays between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m., on Saturdays from 6 a.m.
to noon.

For me, every
workpiece is a work
of art. I like to set
up the machine
myself, bring in my
experience with
various materials and
I like to think back
and forth to find the
most efficient way
to produce the
workpiece.

I like it that in my job it is necessary to
work both with the hands and the head.
Also after all the years, for me, metal
processing is still something very special.
To turn or mill workpieces very precisely
on my machine, many issues have to be
considered: speed and feeds, use of tools,
raw material composition … not just press
a button! That‘s not my thing.
Today my profession is called cutting
machine operator. The job description
has changed a lot due to the CNCmachines. There are specializations, e.g.
programmers, specialists for process
control and things like that.
The processing practically runs itself
because the CNC-machines work under
the program. Of course, the workpieces
are perfect after the processing.
There‘s nothing to say. I‘m glad that with
STICHWEH still many individual or special
parts are produced – and there I am in
demand. By the time a program had been
written and the CNC-machine set-up,
would already have finished the part.
This makes my job also very diverse.
That‘s very important for me – it should
not be boring.

At that time one could afford to buy a car, spend some holidays, buy
especially technical equipment. A TV was bought, we had parties which
sometimes even took all night.
I enjoyed my work. I was happy not to be forced to work in a serial
production. If we produce high quantities, 10 pieces have to be stored.
Monotony bores me. I need the change and I had it.
I did what I could and I learned the things I couldn‘t do. When the Boss
looked at new machines, I accompanied him and let me show how they
work. Then the Boss said: ”Alright, you were there. Now you must know it.”
What I didn‘t learn: the CNC-technology. I have more fun to do always
something else and not only to push a button. I want to set the machine,
enter the feed rate in mm … determine that myself.
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02

WHO

REALLY
MATTERS!
PARTNERSHIPS CREATE THE FUTURE.

CONGRATULATIONS
STICHWEH!

пусть это рок

22:48 ✔✔

Gelukkige verjaardag
STICHWEH!

14:11 ✔✔
In matters of style, swim
with the current; in matters
of principle, stand like a rock!
(Thomas Jefferson)

Name:
Wolfgang-Dieter Prall, Russia
Function:

11:58 ✔✔

Name:

Sales representative for STICHWEH
in the regions Russian Federation,
White Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan,
Georgia and the GUS states.

Allt Bäst! Ha den äran!

9:02 ✔✔

Andrew & Richard Snoby, USA
Function:
Joint Venture Company responsible
for North American sales and service,
primarily providing marketing, sales,
leasing and start up services with
focus on large bucket wheels for
dewatering dredged sand, frac sand
processing and providing a full range
of drag scrapers.

We celebrate –
around the world!
As Global Expert STICHWEH is
represented on all five continents:
with experienced sales staff,
representatives or partners, so
that everything runs smoothly
from the planning through to the
commissioning of machines and
plants. We are therefore especially
pleased to receive congratulations
from all over the world!
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Passion:
Expert for mining and mineral
processing of sand, gravel, coal, ore,
minerals and recycled material. We
are trusted partner for circuit design
and equipment recommendations.
Also, the principal partner of the
leading custom dredge supplier in
North America.
Current success stories:
Double bucket wheel,
large production installations
following suction dredges.
Key competence:
Bucket wheels and drag scrapers
are a not well known technology
in North America.
We drive marketing activities directed
towards education with early entry
introduction to projects
> via cooperative arrangements with
a dredge supplier,
> through prior contact with many
large sand and gravel producers.
We manage an array of independent
sales representatives.
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Name:
Johan and Bennerth Helsmo, Sweden
Function:
Since 1991 agreed dealer in Sweden.
We offer new or second hand
equipment for the sand and gravel
industry.
Passion:
Our passion is to act as an intelligent
link between companies who want to
sell or purchase working equipment
for the sand and gravel industry.
Current success stories:
All projects due to our trusted
working method :-).
> We recommend the perfect
technique for the special application.
> We advise on selecting the right
equipment and the corresponding
procedure.
> We support in problem analysis.

Passion:
Offering the complete STICHWEH
product line including delivery of
spare parts and components as well
as used machines for the sand and
gravel industry.
Complete preparation technology
with complete solutions, bucket
wheels, log washers, screening
machines, drag scrapers, conveyor
belts, cyclones, sludge pumps,
electrical switch and control
systems.
Cooperation:
Customer marketing with own
website and visiting customers at
their plants: market analysis, visits
and participations at fairs, support
and advice of the installation staff,
customer accompaniment to
reference objects of STICHWEH
to Germany/Europe.
Key competence:
> All types of gravel
extraction plants

Name:
Bruno Vormezeele, Benelux
Function:
As official STICHWEH distributor
for Benelux we mainly offer bucket
wheels, log washers, dewatering
screens, turn key sand & gravel
installations.
Passion:
We focus on conveyor belts, wear
protection & screening media,
Sandvik crushers – screens, Metso
slurry pumps and dredge pumps,
slurry hoses, STICHWEH sand and
gravel equipment.
Current success stories:
Bucket wheel type E 6509 H/
Ostend, Belgium
Key competence:
> Mainly bucket wheels, log washers,
dewatering screens and turn key
sand & gravel installations.
> Good local knowledge about
equipment and process combined
with high service level provided
by own service team.

> Concrete factories including
production of gas concrete
> Factories for the production
of dry mixes
> Environmental technology
and water treatment
> Asphalt industry

> We plan customized according
to our customers requirements.
Key competence:
> Composition of sand and
sharing of sand.
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I wish you a lot of success!

17:32 ✔✔

Joyeux anniversaire …
STICHWEH!

You are my best partner –
closely following my wife!

14:52 ✔✔

21:10 ✔✔

Z okazji święta Twego.
Życzę Ci dziś wszystkiego
najlepszego!
Name:

Name:

Christian Hemmerich, Germany

Jørgen Pedersen, Denmark

Function:

Function:

Sales STICHWEH

Partner

Passion:

Passion:

For 36 years I am working now in
the preparation sector for sand and
stones. After such a long time you
have grown together with this profession
and it‘s always fun because you have
to manage new challenges every
day. My strength is to always find an
optimal solution for the wishes or
problems of our customers.

Expert for digging systems and sand
sharing. Consultant for gravel pits
with long experience and network
in the industry.
Key competence:
> Composition of sand and
sharing of sand.

I´m looking forward to take
part at your birthday-party!!

13:00 ✔✔

Name:
Gundolf Opitz, Germany
Function:
Sales STICHWEH

Current project references:

Passion:

New sand and gravel plant in
France, use of free fall classifiers
and dredge dewatering machines
(up to 450 t/h output).

Consultation and sale of machines
for the extraction and processing
of mineral raw materials to operators
of sand and gravel plants. Expert
when planning replacement and
new installations.

Key competence:
> Decades of expertise
in preparation plants.
> Development of absolutely
efficient solutions.
> Intelligent use of preparation
machines as individual or
combined solution.
> Perfect classification and
dewatering results.
> Professional consulting from
the project planning via the
implementation through to
the control in use.
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Key competence:
> Economic extraction of
raw materials.
> Achieve predefined grain sizes.
> Avoid fine sand loss.
> Washing out loosely adhering
components.
> Energy efficiency
> Optimal cost-effectiveness ratio.
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7:20 ✔✔

Name:
Jean-François Trousselet, France
Function:
Agreed dealer for France and
French speaking territories. Therefore
we work with special equipment in
material handling, dredging and
lifting for major companies who
have activities in such business.
Passion:
Our passion is to act as an intelligent
link between companies who want to
sell or purchase working equipment
for the sand and gravel industry.
Current success stories:

Name:
Elzbieta Jacaszek, Poland
Function:
STICHWEH representative in Poland.
I am working in this industry for more
than 20 years and for STICHWEH
now for 10 years. Focus: Dewatering
bucket wheels for the use in gravel
and sand pits and quarries.

We delivered a Scraper KS 400 with
pontoon to a company close from
the Loire river to extract sand and
gravel. The scraper is the perfect
solution instead of a traditional
dragline for this kind of jobsite.
Reason why: There is an electrical
machine instead of a diesel equipment
with direct feeding of the main
conveyor belt. The environmental
impact is reduced to the maximum,
extracting and maintenance cost also.

Passion:

Key competence:
Customers are looking for improving
and/or maintaining their productivity
but with less cost. Also environment
is a key factor. STICHWEH has the
right products to answer.
As an example: the bucket wheel
systems have a very low electrical
consumption in comparison with
other solutions. Electrical scrapers
can work in safe condition without
any risk of pollution and can extract
sand from old gravel pits where some
meters of material are still in the
bottom. This might be a better
solution instead of a dredging barge.

Key competence:
Procuration of efficient and costeffective solutions for the extraction
and processing of sand and gravel.
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Our customers are looking for new,
and first of all efficient and affordable
technologies to extract and process
sand and gravel.

Tillykke med jubilæet.

11:02 ✔✔

Name:
Gunleif Mouritzen, Denmark

Actual project references:

Function:

Project in the North East of Poland:
via a screen dewatering plant a mix of
2,400 m³/h from the suction dredger
is dewatered and pre-classified
(0 – 2 mm).

Partner
Passion:
Expert for screening media.
Key competence:
We have our own production
in Denmark, where we produce
all kind of screening media for
Denmark and Germany.
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HEAVY THANKS TO

OUR TEAM!

Ralf K. 
Fitter, production technician

Thomas H. 
Fitter, production technician

Mehmet T.
Welder

Albert F.
Production technician

Stefan J.
Production technician

Maik B. 
Fitter, production technician

Jutta B.
AV (Work preparation)

Marcus B.
Graduate mechanical engineer

Markus K. 
Works manager

Sascha B.
Varnisher

Horst B.
Production technician

Carmen S.
Administration

Abdul A.
Welder

Frauke H. 
Accounting, controlling

Waldemar H. 
Welder, production technician

Dieter J.
Work preparation, specialist welder

Thomas K.
Production technician

Günter R.
Lathe operator

Jens K.
Production technician

Harald L.
Technical draftsman

We are proud of our team, our common spirit and the daily efforts of each of you!
Whether in the field, in the factory or in the office, whether in development or
installation – thank you for your dedication and your passion. We look forward to
a successful future together!

Fatlum G.
Mechatronic technician

Ute O.
Reception, administration

Uwe O.
Fitter, warehouse clerk

Michael P.
Warehouse clerk

Stefan R.
Electrician

Alexander L.
Welder

Stephan K.
Lathe operator

Stefan W. 
Fitter, production technician

Dirk W.
Master electrician

Gundolf O.
Sales

Max R.
Apprentice, Production

Frank W.
Varnisher

Gernot H.-R.
CNC lathe operator

Thomas T. 
Fitter, production technician

Marc G.
Sales

Marvin K.
Fitter, production technician

Robin G.
Apprentice, Administration

Andreas K.
roduction technician

Dustin R.
Fitter, Production technician

Martin S.-V.
Production technician

Peter S.
CNC specialist
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WHAT

REALLY
MATTERS!
RAW MATERIALS IN QUESTION.
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LIKE SAND IN THE SEA:

NO WAY!

All over the world, sand is the most frequently used natural resource after air and water.
Yearly 15 billion tons of sand are processed – in particular in the construction industry.
The permanently increasing demand for sand and thus also for gravel and co. poses major
challenges for all us: because after all, there isn‘t sand in abundance. The problem is made
even worse because sand and sand are different and desert sand cannot be used for the
construction industry.

Facts and numbers about the consumption
of sand and gravel:
 Processing of sand worldwide (annually):

15 billion tons

 Totally consumed raw materials worldwide (annually):

85 billion tons

 Extraction of sand and gravel (annually):
 C
 onsumption of sand and gravel for
concrete production:

47 – 59 billion tons
25.9 – 29.6 billion tons

 Average sand demand for 1 km highway construction:

30,000 tons

 Average sand demand for building a single-family house:
 A
 verage pro capita consumption of sand
in industrial countries daily:
 Average pro capita consumption of sand
in Germany daily:
In comparison:
 Average pro capital consumption of oil
in Germany daily:
 Sand used in ”The Palm“ (Dubai):

THE PALM, Dubai
Construction costs: about 1.5 billion US-Dollars
Length of the palm trunk: 4 kilometres
Extension of the Dubai coastline by the palm isle: 100 kilometres
Sand quantity moved for the construction: about 94 million cubic meters
Number of workers involved in building: 40,000
Total area of the isle: about 800 football pitches (1)
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20 kilograms
13 kilograms

6 kilograms
150 million tons

 Proportion of buildings made of reinforced concrete worldwide:

2/3

 Proportion of sand in reinforced concrete:

2/3

	
Consumption in China of the worldwide extracted
sand for the building industry:

1/4

 Largest sand consumer in Europe:

Source 2 – 13
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200 tons
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Spain

Looking at Germany
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ARE SAND,
GRAVEL & CO
RUNNING SHORT
IN GERMANY?

Kiel
Hamburg

Schwerin

Bremen
Berlin
Hanover

Are the raw materials for streets
and buildings running out? (14)
The expansion of highways and railways races
forward. The demand for gravel, sand and crushed
stone increases. Now the experts are warning
that the raw materials for the infrastructure and
buildings are becoming scarce.
As a result projects might be delayed and
constructing can become even more expensive.
”In Germany on the national market there is
the threat of significant shortages in the supply
of construction materials“, states a study of the
Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources in
Hannover.*
The study mentions several reasons for this: In
principle, Germany has a lot of sand and gravel
reservoirs at its disposal. Scientists estimate that
in the Alpine foreland alone reserves of more
than 100 billion tons are stockpiled. This might
meet the demand of more than a thousand years.
”Most of the sand, gravel and natural stone
reservoirs are lying below nature reserves“,
says the geologist and author of the study Harald
Elsner: ”Or they are buried under buildings“.
In some regions such as in the Ruhr district they
experienced already supply shortages in gravel and
crushed stone. The effect a raw material problem
can have is shown by the example of the quarry in
the Westphalian city of Besteig-Halbeswig.
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Potsdam
Magdeburg

Düsseldorf
Erfurt

Here daily 2,500 tons of grit which is more finegrained than crushed stone can be extracted. But
the quantity is far from being sufficient to meet
the demand.
In contrary: today a further increase of the
Germany-wide supply shortages is foreseeable.
Whether from Mannheim to Karlsruhe, around
Munich or in the metropolitan area of Berlin.
The key reasons for this lie – according to the GNR
expert Elsner – in ”partly lengthy authorization
procedures, hampering a timely new opening of
mining enterprises, partly in insufficient processing
capacities that were sharply reduced over many
years of low investment.”
And it is compounded by another very exciting
aspect: contrary to popular belief – sand is not
just always the same but consists of various
minerals. From the garnet sand via shell or
coral breakage sand and gypsum sand through
to Germany-wide typical sand of mineral
fragments or almost pure quartz.

Wiesbaden
Mainz
Saarbrücken

Stuttgart
Munich

Sand and
gravel deposits
in Germany
Germany‘s sand and gravel deposits
are concentrated in the North and in
the South and along the big rivers.

In Germany 15 % of the demand is already
extracted from the North and Baltic Sea. Thanks
to strict rules the extraction is possible in a manner
that respects nature. In order to conserve the
demanded resource sand also in future, researchers
are looking for recycling methods for example
with glass and first of all concrete.
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Dresden
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FAQ Sand for the
construction industry (15)

What is sand, anyway?
	The sand that we find today on the beach is the result of a physical or chemical
crushing of rock, the so-called weathering which takes place over thousands of
years. Thereby, for example the sun, rain, frost, wind and bacteria gnawed on the
rock. Massive lumps or little lumps are detaching and are carried away by brooks
or rivers. The water in turn continuously grinds the stones off until only little,
round grains remain which land in the sea and finally deposit as sand.

What is sand made of?

Sand: the new gold?
Sand is a not-renewable
raw material which is
especially demanded in
the construction industry.
Because of the global
construction boom, sand
is increasingly becoming
a coveted resource. The
prices for gravel and sand
have risen massively all
over the world during the
last decades.

	Grains of sand have a size of 0.063 up to two millimetres. Even smaller grains are
called silt, larger ones gravel. Sand consists – like the original rock – primarily of
quartz. But there is also sand formed from seashells or corals. On volcanic islands
you will find dark sand formed from volcanic rocks.

Are there different types of sand?
Sand/Quartz sand is used in diverse
industrial sectors:
> Glass and fused silica industry
> Foundry industry
> Construction materials industry,
concrete industry
> Water treatment
> Grits, substitute blasting mediums
> Ceramic industry
> Filler materials industry
> Steel and refractory industry
> Chemical industry
> Electrical industry
> Animal hygiene, aquaristic
> Sports and leisure industry
> Spreading and adhesive agents


Yes,
there are! Only certain sands can be used as raw building material.
Normally, sands are divided into building sands and industrial sands. The building
material and building industry uses building sands for example for ready-mixed
concrete, precast concrete, mortar, cement and fillers, for road building, glass
blocks and many more.
”In 2016 the ready-mixed concrete industry alone in Germany needed around
31.6 million tons of sand to produce 49.4 million m3 ready-mixed concrete.“ *
	Industrial sands we can find in a very high proportion in the industrial production,
e.g. as filter and brake sands or grit and as core elements of modern industrial
products and sandy floor coverings.

Indispensable for concrete
	Quartz sand and gravel are an essential component of concrete.
Already in Roman times they succeeded to solidify sand with volcanic ash and lime
in a way that people could use it as construction material. Only in the 19th century
was reinforced concrete invented. As a result, workers could build ever higher and
more stable.
	The desert states have plenty of sand, but for concrete this sand is too fine and
smooth. Therefore the countries like Saudi Arabia and Dubai must import the raw
material. On the other hand, for Australia sand is an export product.
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Every day we are
surrounded by products
that would not exist
without sand.

* Source:
Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources in Hanover,
February 2018, edition
Commodity TopNews,
No. 56 Facts, analyses
economic background
information.
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RAW MATERIAL
EXTRACTION
CAUGHT BETWEEN

BUSINESS
AND
RESPONSIBILITY!
An exemplary initiative
made in Germany/Lower Saxony
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Raw material extraction
and nature conservation:
really not compatible?

Sustainable
support by the policy
for ”both camps“!

The consumption of sand and gravel – here based on the
example Germany – exceeds that of other raw materials. And
just like with any demanded raw material the question of the
finality of the raw material resources and the extraction of
the raw material holds great potential for conflict between
nature conservation and raw material industry.
Conservationists criticize the raw material industry for
opening wounds in the landscape, changing the landscape
picture and the water balance, producing noise, dust and
traffic load and using non-renewable raw materials.
Moreover it would eliminate important biotopes, resulting in
a dehydration of adjacent wetland areas and the production
of climate-damaging gases etc.
The extractive industry, on the contrary, considers the concerns
of the nature conservation to be a threat to the economic
stability of the region and the job security. In the past raw
material extraction in Germany and nature conservation were
”two camps” facing each other incompatibly.

Both, the raw material extraction and the nature conservation
have a long tradition in Lower Saxony and not necessarily
different objectives. Against this background the politicians of
Lower Saxony appreciate the joint initiative.
The Environment Minister of Lower Saxony Hans-Heinrich
Sander and Jörg Bode, Minister for Economy, Labour and
Traffic of Lower Saxony welcomed this cooperation and
the respective commitment of the associations to continue
together on the course they have set. They appreciated the
agreement as exemplary for ”our philosophy of a cooperative
nature conservation“, that combines the economic activity
in nature with the concerns of its protection and biodiversity.
Jörg Bode underlined:

Did you know?
The raw material extraction and its subsequent
use may offer ideal conditions for habitats of
rare animals and plants and contribute thus to
maintain biodiversity!
Info-Tip: Excavation sites of the aggregates
industry are of great benefit for the biodiversity! (20)
Already during the extraction and processing of raw
material something amazing happens: Rare species

The statement
”Yes we can together!“
That a cooperation between nature conservation and
raw material industry is possible shows the joint initiative
of the NABU Landesverbands Niedersachsen e.V. and the
Wirtschaftsverband Baustoffe-Naturstein e.V. (WBN)(16).
By modifying the Obama electoral promise 2008, we baptized
it in „Yes we can together“. Because from the cooperation of
the ”two camps” resulted a joint declaration that underlines
the compatibility of raw material extraction and conservation
objectives especially for Lower Saxony.

Because from the
cooperation of the
”two camps” resulted
a joint declaration
that underlines the
compatibility of raw
material extraction
and conservation
objectives especially
for Lower Saxony.
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of flora and fauna take possession of the exposed
drying surfaces, crude soils, small piles of stones
and shallow water zones. Quickly amphibious life
is stirring in water-filled lanes of working machines,
insects use the offer of rapidly spreading specialized
plants, reptiles find a place in the sun on dry soils
and stones, eagle owls find nesting places in wall
breakings, rare bird species, bats and small mammals
settle in areas and walls. Rare natural paradises
emerge on the newly created areas quasi in fast
motion.

Figures. Data. Facts.

https://niedersachsen.nabu.
de/wir-ueberuns/index.html

NABU Lower Saxony
Where the maintenance of the natural heritage in
Lower Saxony is concerned – its landscapes from the
Wadden Sea to the Harz mountains, from the Heath
to the meadows of the Elbe Valley– the NABU Lower
Saxony becomes active. Because we want that also
future generations can experience the beauty and
uniqueness of our landscape.

https://www.
fachverbaende.
de/fachverbaende/817/
wbn-wirtschaftsverband-baustoffe-naturstein-e-v

WBN Lower Saxony
As a trade association we represent the interests of
our member companies in raw material securing
matters in the wake of country and regional planning
and we deliver opinions in this regard. The close
contact with political decision-makers enables an
active participation when framework conditions for
the raw material securing are shaped and we can
influence same in the interest of our industry.
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The most important
raw material in our time?
Sand, gravel or oil?
Number of sand grains on our planet (17)

ca. 7,500,000,000,000,000,000 =
7.5 trillions

13 kg

6 kg

”Lower Saxony relies
on the extraction of
domestic raw materials
because this is the only
way we are going to
secure in the long term
a competitive economic
structure and jobs.“
WBN Managing director Raimo Benger stressed the
importance of the raw material industry for Lower Saxony
and its industrial companies: ”Mineral raw materials are no
consumer goods which can be marketed in unnecessary
large quantities by advertising and PR measures, but are
substantially subject to the fluctuations of the economy
requiring raw material like the paper, glass, plastic and
food industry. Each German citizen consumes daily about
the quantity of two full plastic bags of mineral raw materials
and at the latest in the morning when brushing its teeth he
comes into contact with them”. (19)

The consensus wins!
Consumption

Consumption

SAND/GRAVEL

OIL

per citizen (Germany)

per citizen (Germany) (18)

13 kg/day

6 kg/day

4,7 t/year
329 t/70 years

2,2 t/year
154 t/70 years
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The joint statement of NABU and WBN is appreciated as
contribution to mutual understanding and confidence
building. All responsible players from politics, industry and
nature conservation expect that the number of conflicts will
be reduced in future considerably and that the cooperation
of representatives of companies extracting raw materials
with nature conservation representatives will develop
equally positive and in a dialogue-oriented way.
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WHAT’S

REALLY
IN?
ENGINEERED SUCCESS.

SHINE

BRIGHT

LIKE A

Anja Gröhlich, General Manager

DIAMOND

Our resources
Anyone who speaks of mineral resources
generally means valuable and rare metals
and minerals like e.g. iron, silver or gold.
But just as valuable are the mineral
resources like sand, gravel and crushed
stone. Because without them the
construction industry cannot work
and without them there would be no
modern buildings and streets.

”In our profession there
are two things that must

be won: confidence

and
mineral resources.“

A diamond shines only once it has been
cut. Likewise raw materials like sand and
gravel only develop their full value once
they can be processed as high-quality
material. They must be extracted and
first of all cleaned and processed.

Cool ”iron pigs“

Inspired by a quote from Erhard Horst Bellermann,
civil engineer, poet and aphorist

For their extraction, cleaning and
processing STICHWEH offers worldwide
so-called really cool ”iron pigs“ – an
extensive range of individual machines
and tailor-made systems.
Whether drag scrapers for dry
and underwater use, washing
and dewatering bucking wheels,
screening machines, log washers, jig
washers, conveyor belts, dewatering
sieves as well as complete processing
plants.
STICHWEH machines are worldwide
absolutely reliable and are used under
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most difficult geological conditions and
under highest load.

Clever brains
But what would a machine be without
man? Efficiency and effectiveness are
what count for our customers in the
heat of competition.
To ensure this, we are the experienced
consulting partner from the planning
via the installation of the plant to the
maintenance.
So that it keeps on going and going
and going – like e.g. the first KS 1000
that was delivered in 1978 to Denmark
and which does its job here for all
these years and therefore is one of
our bestsellers, not only because of its
machine quality but also because of its
profitability.
The common basis of trust in the
market, in the markets and of our
clients has besides the excellency of our
machines and the competence of our
experts still a decisive third component:
our ecological responsibility which we
consider as part of our engineering
performance.
So, with our processing plants the use
of fresh water is reduced by up to 60 %,
finest sand is efficiently recovered
and the use of energy is reduced to
a minimum.

We can achieve a significant falling
below of the strict DIN regulations e.g.
by waste water recycling for heavily
dirtied sand and by using a method to
reduce the elutriable components.
Both processes are right and important
for a sustainable extraction of sand and
gravel.

Waste water
recycling: And
this is how it
works!
Waste water recycling plants are used
to save resources and consequently
to save drink and fresh water. Thereby
the water from the cleaning process
is collected and cleaned by various
process technologies before its reuse.
At a particular position of the bucket
wheel tub the waste water is drawn and
led into the pre-wash channel. Then
the material is intensively pre-soaked
and mixed thoroughly with recycling
water. The special form of the pre-wash
channel ensures a particularly good
dissolve and pre-wash effect because
the feed material is not fed directly to
the following sieving machine but via
several material deflections.
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SPEED DATE
TOPIC: STICHWEH

DRAG SCRAPERS

Rolf Sürig, drag scraper expert

2

1
4

Mr Sürig, very briefly …
… We have summarized our most important
7 questions about STICHWEH drag scrapers:
What role do STICHWEH drag scrapers play in the hundred-year history?

5

	A decisive one. Hundreds of STICHWEH drag scrapers proved themselves around the globe when
extracting sand, gravel and ballast. We have constantly perfected our drag scraper technology
over the decades.

How does the drag scraper portfolio present itself today?
	As of today we have a flexible modular system for the most diverse use of drag scrapers
under most different local conditions.

What does the modular system make possible?
	The modular system enables for example with the same basic unit, as required, to provide
either a discharge for direct truck loading or to add a pre-bunker with or without coarse sorting
grid and feeder for the conveyor belt feed.

What makes the STICHWEH drag scrapers so exceptional?
	STICHWEH drag scrapers are reliable in use, efficient, robust and first of all extremely precise.
They are indispensable for dry and underwater extraction, river dredging and re-scraping
of not completely exploited gravel pits.

Where are STICHWEH drag scrapers used?

”Drag scrapers are a part of the STICHWEH
success story. Their quality: they operate
profitably and economically –

even under the most difficult
operating conditions!“

	Everywhere! Because drag scrapers from STICHWEH can be used irrespective of their geographical
characteristics and … because they are designed for the three most important extraction methods.

How do STICHWEH drag scrapers work with these extraction methods?
	For the deep excavation method STICHWEH produces two versions: The haul rope solution with
cable guide on the opposite bank. With it, the whole bottom of a pit can be exploited. And the
system is also equipped with a long boom and crawler track for maximum mobility. In case of
high excavation, a boom with a great length ensures an efficient extraction also from high dumps.

6

With the new drag scraper technology you present another highlight?

	To prove our innovative leadership in terms of efficient extraction of sand and gravel we optimized
our drag scraper technology in cooperation with the European Union. The result: even more
efficient drag scrapers and with it even greater economic efficiency.
The energy efficiency principle here:
	We created an energy recovery system via the brake system of the drag scraper. The rope
drum of the drag scraper which does not draw, must always be slowed down a little bit in
order to prevent an unwinding of the rope. With the new technology this braking will be
performed via a generator brake. The energy won by the braking is then directly fed into
the main drive.
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XXL

DRAG SCRAPERS
”Think

BIG. Think STICHWEH.“

By themselves already real heavyweights, the
demand for ever larger and ever more powerful
drag scrapers increased in the last decades.
The KS 1000 SH 2 R is currently the heaviest
and most powerful drag scraper of STICHWEH
which has been installed in Denmark.

Rolf Sürig in the production hall:
The drag scraper KS 1000 is delivered
with two 10-m3-buckets.
Fig, left: For its trip to Denmark
the KS 1000 is dismantled.
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STICHWEH drag scraper XXL
in use in Denmark.
Since 1978 our customer in Denmark
is convinced of the STICHWEH drag
scraper technology.

STICHWEH
drag scraper movie
YouTube channel
SMT STICHWEH

,
BIG ER,
G 0
G
I
B 100
KS
STICHWEH stands for traditionally grown Full-Service.
We work hand in hand: from the first meeting with the customer
through to the handover and the After-Sales-Service.
Whether designer, fitter, welder, control technician, purchaser,
driver or accountant. With our drag scraper solutions we offer
state of the art technology – just as required and depending
on the general conditions.

Delivered and assembled in late summer 2018:

KS 1000 SH 2 R
Key figures:

XXL drag scraper:
A challenge
to mobility!
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Operating location

Denmark

Bucket contents

10 m3

Weight

170 t

Max. output

ca. 400 t/h

Time has shown: The trend was clearly in the direction of larger,
more powerful systems!
This raised the big question:
How shall we move these drag scrapers?
Because these devices had a corresponding larger weight but yet had
to be mobile, we first introduced the hydraulic walker with the help of
which the drag scrapers could be easily moved over short distances.
For some requirements it was also appropriate to use a rail transport.
Today we move the drag scrapers with crawler tracks. Compared
to the former hydraulic walkers, the crawler tracks can move the drag
scraper faster and over longer distances without any problems.
With the KS 1000 STICHWEH is going to have its currently heaviest
and most powerful drag scraper with crawler track at the start in
Denmark.
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STICHWEH systems are scraping and

scraping and scraping …

For decades STICHWEH drag scrapers
have provided convincing performance under any
type of operating condition. The globally
proven types of solution in use
speak for themselves.
KS
300

KS 0
40

KS 0
60

KS 600 SH

KS 400 RA

KS 0
0
0
1

The 10

great reasons

KS 600 SH 2 R

KS 400 RA

The STICHWEH product range includes drag scrapers
with bucket sizes having a capacity of 2.00 – 10.00 m3
for average outputs of 50 to 260 m3/h.

	
Well suited both for high and
deep extraction



With crawler track for a quick
positioning, also over long distances

	
Included in STICHWEH complete
solutions or individually configured
system solutions

	
Large stones (up to a weight of 10 t) and
trees (up to 1 m in diameter and 10 m
in length) are also extracted during the
operating process

KS 300

KS 600 SH 2 R

KS 400 RA

KS 400 RA

KS 400 SH

KS 1000 S

	Extract nearly all wet and dry deposits:
layers of clay and loam …

	
Robustness and quality by and use of
latest technology: operator cab, motors
and winches, scraper buckets, rope
pulley, outhaul and inhaul rope

	
Large operating range
	
Minimal wear
	
Low energy demand
	
Can be used also under most difficult
extraction conditions
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Did you know?
It‘s the details which
make the STICHWEH
drag scraper so successful!

STICHWEH drag scraper performance is systematic!
To get the maximal performance out of these drag
scrapers, STICHWEH provides an intelligent system
of extension levels for its drag scrapers.

Crawler track

Dewatering screen

The necessary mobility
in case of longer distances.

Increase in output through the omission
of dewatering breaks.

The crawler tracks of the STICHWEH drag scrapers allow
rapid and flexible movement. Also over longer distances.
The speed is max. 600 m/h and is continuously variable .
The drive of the crawler track is electric powered via
electric motors controlled by frequency converters.

When extracting sand and gravel out of the water and
feeding the material on a conveyor belt, it is recommended
to use a dewatering screen.

To further transport the conveyed goods
there are several options:



Direct truck loading



 eed of a shiftable conveyor road with the help
F
of a length-adjustable transfer belt
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 onveyor belt for pile feeding up to
C
20 m long and 8 m high

In the preparation process the residual humidity can be further
reduced by means of a downstream dewatering screen.
When dewatering clean gravel the residual humidity is 12 –
15 %, so that the gravel on a transfer belt with smooth belt
can be transported up to a gradient of 18 %.
The STICHWEH dewatering screens consist primarily of three
modules: the sieve pan, the vibration generator and the
base frame. The main part of the dewatering screen is the
elastically mounted vibration-resistant sieve pan. The sand
and gravel material fed into the sieve pan is compressed by
vibrations to form a compact layer and the water is displaced
downwards and upwards.
Through special slot screen coverings in the bottom, the rear
wall and in the side walls the displaced water is discharged or
rather centrifuged.
For the addition of a dewatering screen to a drag scraper,
the base frame is designed as a rigid supporting element and
suspended in a special steel construction.
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Drag scraper = highly
efficient in use!
Through assistant
operation via electronic
control systems
Powerful machines, a multitude of
applications and intelligent technology –
that‘s what makes STICHWEH different.
It‘s only logical that STICHWEH offers for its drag scrapers
besides the manual operation also the assistant operation.
Basis of this possibility is an intervention in the existing
control and regulatory systems by means of a programmable
logic controller (SPS and/or PlC).
If desired and necessary, the system operation can be set
up by our experts in such a way that the driver must not
perform certain mining operations manually but he has
only to monitor them.
In the assistant operation a responsible worker must still
be permanently present who can intervene manually in the
case of disruptions in operation. Through the integration
of electronic control elements this can be easily realized.
Electronic control devices allow many other comfortable
operating advantages. For example the set-up of a central
monitoring function can provide quick help in case of
disruptions, exchange of wear or questions.
A fitter or colleague can connect the driver directly and
advise or support him. That saves time and money.
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The assistant operation provides
security and optimal extraction
Through the possibility of the assistant operation the driver
can concentrate his full attention on the extraction process.
This creates relief and more safety.
A further great advantage is that the drag scraper
extracts evenly thanks to the assistant operation and
ensures on the ground an even level without holes.
In comparison to the manual operation the drive is much
more even and with higher ”output” – along with a clean
gravel extraction.
Process: The driver starts the machine manually.
He first ”drives“ 1 to 2 buckets manually.
If that functions properly, he activates the assistant operation
and now the scraper moves along the previously programmed
distances (with 40 t pulling force!).
Thereby of course also all comprehensive monitoring
mechanisms are activated, e.g.:



Control for rope breakage

Automatic stop if the bucket is pressed
	
outwards or a wall collapses
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Control of the driving direction and
correct position of the bucket
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IN THE BEGINNING,
WAS THE

BUCKET WHEEL …

Reinhard Jonas,
General Manager of Jonas Consulting

”In the field of bucket wheels STICHWEH
is still leader and trendsetter!“
An article written by Reinhard Jonas, today General Manager of Jonas Consulting,
More than 40 years of bucket wheel competence

For the transport
of water: Water on!

”STICHWEH = bucket wheels“
Reinhard Jonas, General Manager of Jonas Consulting
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No other country stands – in its history and today – so clearly
for sand and water than Egypt.
Because Egypt was and is characterized by the contrast
between the fertile Nile-Valley and the infertile, barren areas
of desert.
Let us travel back in time into about the 4th – 2nd century B.C.
into the Faiyum Oasis.
Here they are said to have been developed: the first water
bucket wheels in the world. The reason was an essential one:
it was necessary to gain additional farmland and this was
realized by artificial irrigation.
In the beginning the farmers drew the water manually and
carried the heavy clay jugs on their back to their fields. When
the Egyptians created a canal system on both sides of the
Nile, they succeeded to transform also the higher-lying areas
of desert into fertile farmland. During the flood they fed the
water into reservoirs out of which they fed their canal system
in the dry season.
With the invention of the Schaduf, a leather bucket attached
to a lever arm, it became possible to feed the water into the
higher-lying canal system also in times when the water level
of the Nile was normal.
Later the Egyptians developed the much more effective
bucket wheels with the aid of which the delivered amount of
100 years of STICHWEH | WHAT‘S REALLY IN?

water could further be increased. The bucket wheels were
driven either by draught animals or by water power: the
flow turned the bucket wheel via the paddles, the buckets
were submerged below the water surface and filled themselves
with water. Then the filled buckets were lifted, the water running
out was collected and fed into the canal system. The bucket
wheels of this time and type served to transport water.

To dewater sand and
gravel: Water out!
Many millenniums later, STICHWEH people considered
whether it might be possible to use bucket wheels not only
to water but also to dewater sand and gravel more efficiently
than with the currently known dewatering screens!
Because in the material processing of the sand and gravel
industry, washing is besides the classifying one of the most
important processes. But, connected with the washing is
to separate the washing water and remove water-soluble
contaminations from the material to be washed.
In case of coarse-grained material this happens already
during the sieving, for fine-grained material (sand) or grain
mixtures special washing, dewatering and recovery systems
are necessary.
The STICHWEH washing and dewatering bucket wheel is a
device especially developed for these kinds of tasks.
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Also in case of
finest sand recovery
”a clean thing”!

smt-stichweh.com/
en/smt-stichweh/
we-did-it/

Due to the various requirements and different geological
material conditions, three series are produced, so that in
the whole area from the simple gravel dewatering through
to the washing of finest sand, dewatering and recovery, an
optimum utilization is possible.
The first bucket wheels for this purpose could be positioned
in the market already in the beginning of the sixties. Many
others followed. The development of customer-specific bucket
wheel solutions got faster and faster and in the course of the
years increasingly diverse, so that soon the first bucket
wheels worked in connection with suction dredgers.
Here the bucket wheel proved to be ideally suited, because
an economic transition from the extraction with suction
dredgers to the dewatering with bucket wheels with following
transport on conveyor belts could be created.
The separation of the washing water from the material to be
washed and the removal of water soluble contaminations by
the bucket wheel, proved to be efficient.

only half to one rotation per minute, both wear and power
requirement are very low.
Today it is normal that a STICHWEH bucket wheel dewaters
the extracted sand and gravel load to 17 – 19 % residual
humidity. That is sufficient to feed a rising stockpile conveyor
without the risk of backflowing material. Equipped with
extended suction chambers with separate surface water
drain, the bucket wheel presses the residual humidity to
a mere 15 to 17 %, thus enabling a rapid reprocessing.

The advantage booster:
bucket wheel!
What caused operators to opt for a STICHWEH bucket wheel
solution were the process advantages, the low operating
costs resulting from considerable energy savings and a
reduction of emissions.
Because a bucket wheel – depending on the output and in
connection with a fully automated speed control – completes

STICHWEH = bucket
wheels: exceptionally
efficient, highly
specialized and
economical!


 he worldwide largest bucket wheel program
T
for the national and international market



 ucket wheel series and sand traps perfectly
B
tailored to the material conditions



 ewatering of the material coming from the
D
washing and screening system or the conveying
device



I ndividually configured system solutions as
combination of STICHWEH machines and
components




Highest operational safety and functionality
 ustainable production with energy-efficient
S
and long-lasting systems

Always in action – along the Waterkant!
By the way, did you know that STICHWEH bucket wheels not only deliver top performances on land when extracting
mineral resources but are also used when and after extracting sand, gravel and crushed stone from seas and rivers?

E 6509 H
Key figures:

Belgium, Ostend: sand and gravel are extracted from the North Sea,
unloaded at the seaport and directly processed at the port.
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North Sea sand

approx. 150 – 200 t/h 0 – 4 mm

Water quantity

approx. 200 – 300 m³/h

Weight

160 t

Wheel diameter

6,500 mm

Wheel width

900 mm

high operational safety, economical, energy-saving
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STICHWEH
washing and
dewatering
bucket wheels
work in various
designs and sizes –
depending on
the requirement
and use.

Use = Sales:
The bucket wheel in the
efficiency portfolio!
Due to the various requirements and geological conditions,
current STICHWEH washing and dewatering bucket wheels
are available in different series to ensure their optimal use.
Customers who still want more, equip their bucket
wheel additionally with a waste water recycling system
with which up to 60 % of fresh water can be saved. The
individual series for various applications are strictly
oriented to operators‘ needs.
Thus the bucket wheels of the series ”E“ up to 5.0 m
diameter are first of all used for the recovery of sand within
a preparation plant, if a certain fine sand loss is accepted
or wanted.
The bucket wheel series ”ES … BB“, however, proves itself
if the water quantity is four times that of sand and only a low
fine sand loss is accepted.
If any fine sand loss needs to be avoided then we recommend
the bucket wheels of the series ”ES … BL“.
Fine-sand bucket wheels of the series ”FS … BL“ proved
themselves in the recovery of fine sand and distinguish
themselves by a large calming area and a low speed.
Bucket wheels of the types ”E 5009 up to E 8028” are mainly
used in connection with suction dredgers, compressedair dredgers or other gravel extraction devices. This type
of bucket wheel, that masters mixed outputs up to 4000
m3/h, was increasingly demanded by the operators after
extraction with suction dredgers from greater depths grew in
importance in the early 90s and at the same time the use of
large sludge ponds for the loads needed to be limited.

The stars amongst
the little stars !
One special feature of the STICHWEH bucket wheel portfolio
is the series ”HS“. This is a very particular design for the
suction dredger feed: rocks up to a size of 200 mm can be
fed.
Further innovative little stars in the portfolio are the twin
bucket wheels of the series ”DS … BL“ and bucket wheels
with three wheel bodies of the series ”3S … BL“.
When developing the twin bucket wheels the decade-long
experience in the construction of standard bucket wheel
solutions was incorporated. The custom-tailored bucket
wheel series complements the ”normal“ classifying by sand
classifiers. This enables automatic sand corrections and the
quality of the results can be increased.

Well-rounded! STICHWEH washing
and dewatering bucket wheels:
reliable, efficient, extremely robust and
smooth running.

PROFILE
Reinhard Jonas
Age: 63
With STICHWEH from – until: 1972 – 2012
In which position: managing partner
Jonas Consulting since: 2012
Learnt profession:
industrial management assistant
Hobby: model making
Favourite travel destination: Europe
Interested in: world history
For me, STICHWEH is: catalyst between task
and solution finding. The customer is the first
and final instance of all business.
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Editorial: Does STICHWEH offer wastewater
treatment systems for its systems?

clarify
it!

We

Q & A with Rolf Sürig

Wastewater treatment
à la STICHWEH

Editorial: In gravel plants wastewater is produced
by many technical processes – like for example
in the operation of the bucket wheels or the log
washer – what happens with this wastewater?
Rolf Sürig: When discussing this subject it must be considered
that wastewater in gravel plants is an unpopular subject. The
treatment entails additional costs, extra effort and is subject
to strict regulations and guidelines.
Due to these requirements the gravel plant operators are partly
forced to clean the wash water in such a way that it can be
used again as wash water.
The reasons for this are manifold: for example, sometimes
the groundwater level is too low, the gravel plants have no
permission to use fresh water or they only have the authorization
to extract fresh water in extremely low quantities.

Rolf Sürig: Of course STICHWEH also offers powerful
wastewater treatment systems for its systems, together
with competent technical advice and delivery. These
wastewater treatment systems are, however, not delivered and
constructed by STICHWEH itself, but by renowned suppliers
and technical partners. Directly performed by STICHWEH is
the recovery of fine sand with fine sand bucket wheels
Editorial: What, specifically, do STICHWEH
bucket wheels provide here?
Rolf Sürig: The use of fine sand bucket wheels is an
important preliminary stage of a water treatment plant.
Because also most modern treatment plants work most
effectively if smallest sand particles have already been
removed in advance. The whole process of the wastewater
treatment can then be made very gentle to components
and with very low wear (thanks to the now absent fine
sand particles).
The principle aim of the constructors of treatment plants
is to have minimum sand in the process of the wastewater
treatment. But if they have to design the treatment plant
conceptionally small, in fact, a certain quantity of fine sand
is used to increase the advantageous compressibility of the
sludge which is now dispersed with sand. Because during the
compressing process, the present sand opens up extremely
important hollows, so that the water can flow out less
problematically and more easily through the so-called ”filter
cake“. Thus the long compressing times of the sludge are also
decisively shortened. The sludge is pressed through filters,
so that at the end of the compressing process there remains
only the solid with a low water content.

Rolf Sürig: cyclones are actually a competing solution to the
STICHWEH bucket wheel. In the preparation of sand both
are separating the solids from water. However, the use of
bucket wheels offers quite decisive advantages
in comparison to cyclones:

Advantages
of bucket wheels
	Much less wear
	Much less energy demand

Advantages of cyclones
	Performance and result somewhat more
favorable in comparison to bucket wheels

	Smaller space requirement

and suited
to be integrated in buildings

	Advantages in the separation cut (up to
20 thousandth particle size), in contrast,
with bucket wheels only particles with up to
63 thousandth particle size can be separated

	Size advantage: Example: to clear 350 cubic meters
of water a bucket wheel with a size of 5 x 12 m is
necessary. That corresponds to an area of 60 m2.
A comparable cyclone needs only 10 m2
Also in the operating weight significant differences
become evident:

	The system consisting of a bucket wheel filled
with water and sand weighs round about 250 tons

	The built-in cyclone system, in contrast,
weighs only approx. 25 tons
Editorial: STICHWEH itself now has cyclones
in its product range. What are the reasons
for this?

Editorial: How can gravel plant operators

help themselves here?
Rolf Sürig: Either they have to reduce their water budget, which
is not always possible, or they feed the wash water, which is
contaminated with sludge components , into a wastewater
treatment plant to clean it there: that means, to remove the
sludge and to return the clear water then into the washing
circuit.
So, for example in screening machines, the water is interspersed
with such high quantities of sand, that the water must again
be treated separately, either by cyclones or fine filters in order
to effectively remove the solids in the wastewater. Only then
can this water also be fed into the wastewater treatment plant.

Fine sand recovery out of the wastewater of a gravel plant.
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Editorial: Don‘t cyclones perform the same
tasks as bucket wheels and aren‘t they therefore
rather competing products in the recovering
of sand?
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Discharge out of a cyclone
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Rolf Sürig: On the one hand, STICHWEH wants to secure
also here new market shares (before others do) and on the
other hand, STICHWEH can combine the advantages of
both solutions usefully and/or combine them partly: that
means, we created an intelligent combination of bucket
wheel and cyclone as a complete solution:
The technical process: The coarse sand is first extracted
with the bucket wheel, the waste water of the bucket wheel,
or rather partial quantities of the wastewater, are then cleared
with the cyclone.
Thus the cyclone gets only finest sands which are not so
wear-intensive . Also the solid output of the cyclone and
its pump output can thus be lower designed. The result are
combined systems as useful complete solution that with
regard to costs, wear and result provide the optimum of
the technically possible.
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FROM THE

HERO
FACTORY
IN THÜSTE!

JULE AND THE
PROCESSING KNIGHT
O

nce upon a time there was a noble knightess called
Jule. She was seven years old, she wanted to understand
the world, know a lot of things and be told even more.

A factory fairytale
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So she started to explore the region. One day, when strolling
through Salzhemmendorf/Thüste, her home town, she saw
from afar a slight green glimmer. She approached shyly.
”That looks like a huge green monster or an enchanted
dragon”, she thought to herself.
”Luckily I have my sword with me.“
She had to find out what that really was and she continued
to run about the terrain. While doing so, she suddenly met a
young man. ”What‘s your name?“– she asked curiously. The
man turned and answered: ”Marc.“
”And what are you doing here?“, asked Jule fearlessly.
”I am a mechanical engineer“, answered Marc.
Jule nodded contentedly. Marc must know what she wanted
to find out.
”Say“, she asked cautiously, ”Do you know whether that is an
enchanted dragon back there?“ and she pointed to the green
steel giant. Marc shook his head and laughed. ”No, that isn‘t
an enchanted dragon. That‘s our log washer.”
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”Log washer?
Is that something like
a washing machine
with swords?“
Jule her sword.
”More or less“, Marc answered with a laugh. ”But in our log
washer the swords look different to your sword. Our swords
are large rectangular sheets or sheets with screwed on caps
made of highly wear-resistant steel.“
”And what is so dirty that it must be washed with swords?“
”We work in gravel plants where it is very dirty. The excavated
raw material like gravel, crushed stone and sand is often very
dirty. Our task is to wash this raw material clean.
103

We clean the material and finally, when it is clean and sorted
we call it: processed raw material, my little knightess!“
”Is that difficult?“, Jule wants to know and Marc reports:
”The smaller the particles in the raw material are, the more
difficult it is. But also here there are technical solutions. To
make sure that no wood or carbon are any longer processed
in the raw material, we install additionally a so-called upwardcurrent device – either with water or air – at the tub of the
log washer.
We also differentiate between one shaft and twin-shaft log
washer. With the one shaft log washer we dissolve loamy
lumps and brittle grain. With the twin-shaft log washer we
wash heavily contaminated raw material, dissolve loamy
lumps and brittle grain and eliminate particles like wood,
carbon and other foreign substances.“
”And how do you wash away the dirt?”, probed Jule.
”Come in, I‘ll show it to you on a diagram …“



irst the contaminated raw material is fed
F
into the log washer at the lower end of the tub.



hen it is transported to the upper end
T
of the tub run-out.



hat works automatically by the counter-rotating
T
paddle-shafts , the helical arrangement of the shafts
and the associated angle of attack.



urthermore, the upward-current device helps that
F
also organic contaminations like wood and carbon
are eliminated.
If you never ask, you‘ll never know.
Marc knows everything and gladly
answers all Jule‘s questions.

For Jule, that‘s
how it works:
in at ed ra w
Fi rs t th e co nt am log washer
to the
material is fed in
the tub.
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Here the wash water
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comes out and is recyc

SHAF T
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And here itfor example
:
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into a sort achine
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MATERIAL OUTPUT
for classification

STICHWEH Twin-shaft log washer
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”How much do you wash in one wash cycle?“, Jule wants to know and
Marc shows her different types of log washers that are employed.
”A log washer can wash, depending on its size, 40 – 300 t/h raw material
that we call feed material. You know that there are differences in size when
transporting persons in a car, a van or a bus and the same applies to our
log washers.
There are log washers in different widths: the one shaft log washers have a
width of 1,400 mm and 1,500 mm, the twin-shaft log washers of 2,100 mm
and 2,400 mm and lengths of 4,000 mm, 5,000 mm, 6,000 mm and 8,000 mm.
The higher the feed quantity, the larger the log washer.“
”And when everything is clean, what happens then with the material?“, Jule
continues asking.
”The washed material, if it is not yet classified, is led via a conveyor belt into
a processing plant and here it is classified and washed by further machines,
like for example sieving machines and washing and dewatering bucket
wheels, as I said before: processed!
The individual results, we call them fractions, are sold by the gravel industry
to customers or are further processed in own concrete factories.“
”If I am the noble knightess then you‘re the processing knight. Do you take
part in every project?“
”I‘m present when the individual machines are planned and selected. When
the machines are installed at customer sites I‘m not always present. This is
the task of our fitters, they set up our machines and check that everything
works.”
”And how do the large machines get away from here?“
”The machines are loaded on large trucks and they bring the individual
machines directly to our customers. The transport may even take several
days. If the machines have to be transported to a customer on another
continent, they are reloaded from the trucks onto large ship and carried
over the sea.” The End

OUR HEROS:
PROFILE
Noble knightess Jule

PROFILE
Processing knight Marc

Name: Jule

Name: Golembek, Marc

Age: 7 years

Age: 35 years

School:
Primary school
Salzhemmendorf

Technical college degree

School year: Class 2
Favourite subject:
Art, sports, German, math
Hobbies:
Equestrian vaulting,
playing the flute,
riding, judo
Career wish: veterinarian

Vocational training:
State certified engineer
(mechanical engineering)
Customer Service and Sales
Favourite subject: Math and sports
Hobbies: Family, darts, football
With STICHWEH since:
2000 – 2004 Training as
mechanical engineering technician
2007 – 2013
Mechanical engineering technician,
advanced vocational training and
qualification as State Certified
engineer (mechanical engineering).

Jule, the noble knightess asks Marc:

When you were
at school, were
you good at math?
Yes, I was. To complete a training as
mechanical engineering technician/
precision engineering technician, you
have to be good especially in the technical
subjects like math and physics. I myself
completed after my training as mechanical
engineering technician a further training
as a State Certified engineer for
mechanical engineering.

Are there actually
also women on
sites likes this?
In our profession at the moment it is still
predominantly men who practice these
individual professions. But one can observe
increasingly that also women are working
in these technical professions. This is not
the case in our company. Here there are
really only men working in the technical
professions. But I can well imagine that
in future also more women will practice
these professions.

smt-stichweh.com/
en/solutions/
log-washer/

2013 – today Mechanical engineer
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DINNER IS

SERVED!
For the dry

and wet screening of
gravel, sand and other minerals

you take …

… a STICHWEH preparation plant or a screening machine – depending on the
place of use and the required outcome quality – as single and multi-deck design,
in the appropriate size, optionally with steel and plastic screens. For excellent
classifying results coordinate the inclination, speed and amplitude of the screening
machine.
What makes the STICHWEH range of preparation plants and screening machines
especially ”tasty” for operators is the wide range of solutions and especially the
individually combinable components.
What is deemed to be exclusive is already included in the offer. Because the quality of
the final result depends to a significant degree on the combination of the components
like one, two, three deck screening machines, log washers, dewatering screens etc.

The perfect
for the

Precisely tailored to the objectives and conditions on-site, STICHWEH thus constructs
and builds tailor-made solutions and plants whose components are individually
adapted to the requirements of the areas of application.

recipe

As a result the STICHWEH component modular system is used.
If, for example, large screening machines are required, the drive occurs via a transmission
with v-belt drive. Thus the STICHWEH screening machines achieve every required
speed and consequently the necessary power for the drive.

processing of

sand & gravel
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Across the portfolio of course clear quality criteria apply: And so the flat spray
nozzles in the upper deck of the screening machine guarantee an even sprinkling of
the whole screen deck and consequently optimal classifying results.
The mounting rails/carrier rails are bolted with the traverses, thus ensuring the often
necessary flexibility of the screen lining. They can therefore be easily and directly
exchanged.
The shaft guide tube and the traverses of the screening machines are rubber-coated
and therefore well protected against wear.
Moreover, the side parts of the screening machines are principally not welded.
Thereby tensions and associated crackings are excluded – even after thousands of
hours of operation.
Quality that operators appreciate!
100 years of STICHWEH | WHAT‘S REALLY IN?
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STICHWEH jig washers are produced
in Thüste in cooperation with our partner
Snoby Separation Systems LLC (USA).

PREPARATION
PLANT with

Twin-deck screening machine VS 18/50
Twin-deck screening machine VS 21/60
Bucket wheel E 4009 LA
Dewatering screen Eb 12/35-03

Screening machine or
jig washer – what is the
difference?
The screening machine separates by size.
The jig washer separates by density and weight.
The principle of the jig washer: A pulsating current raises
the material and the material arranges itself according to its
density. The lightweight material drops significantly lower
than the heavier material and therefore a stratification
dependent on the density occurs. Originally the jig washers
were designed for coal production. The coal that overflowed
was the good product and the stones at the bottom were
110

the bad product because they were not suited to be burnt.
In the preparation of sand and gravel, deciding whether to
use a screening machine or a jig washer, is not an either-or
decision. Because precisely the combination of screening
machine and jig washer can be useful in order to achieve the
corresponding material quality.

Screening machine and
jig washer as a duo:
In order to achieve a very high material quality for
concrete and house construction, but also for screeds
and industrial floors, we recommend the use of a
perfect duo: Jigging and screening machine.
100 years of STICHWEH | WHAT'S REALLY IN?

JIG WASHER
TYPE 2500 SG
Key figures:

Output

170 t/h

Grain size

2 – 32 mm

Air demand

2500 m3/h

Air pressure

0,4 bar

Water demand

410 m3/h

Water pressure

1 bar

And thus it succeeds:
Screening > jigging> screening


he raw gravel first arrives from the drag scraper,
T
for example with a grain size of 0 up to
200 mm. Then it is transported to the first
screening machine where the sand is screened
out (in the size 0 up to 200 mm). In addition, here
the over grain with a size of more than 32 mm is
already taken out. Thus we now have a material
with a size of 2 – 32 mm: But at that time it is still
highly contaminated with organic material, coal
and lightweight stones (light material).
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his contaminated (still concrete damaging) material
T
and/or light material is therefore fed onto a jig
washer in order to remove the harmful substances.



ow this material is fed again onto the screening
N
machine in order to separate it into the ”fractions”
being optimal for concrete (2 – 8 mm, 8 – 16 mm,
16 – 32 mm).
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You up
for a successful

menu?

We’ll complete it!
The whole is more than the sum of its parts!
This wise saying also applies to the important difference
between the individual STICHWEH machines and complete
plants from one source for the whole extraction and
preparation process:
From the sand and gravel extraction via cleaning systems
like log washer and bucking wheels through to screening
machines for the professional classifying as well as
conveying systems.
Let us draw an appetizing comparison:
While the gastronomy also distinguishes between dish or
menu, one distinguishes of course also in the preparation
of sand and gravel between a single screening machine, a
jig washer or a complete plant where the respective machine
assumes its task in the whole process.
Just like a menu is not ONLY a stringing together of dishes
but a series of meals related to each other in a certain context
and only makes sense as a whole, also a complete plant
is not only a stringing together of machines. It combines
tailor-made, perfectly coordinated components in their
functions to a complete solution being individually
adapted to the requirements of the operator.

The sum total
In total customers from all over the world currently benefit
from around 250 complete plants for the sand and
gravel industry, delivered by STICHWEH over the decades.
Those customers who entrusted STICHWEH with the task
of providing a complete plant are considered to be our
established clientele. In this respect it pays that STICHWEH
has extended its business segments continuously in the
past decades and can now offer the operators increasingly
more precise and economic solutions also used to update
their systems. The demand confirmed the necessity of
developing complete turnkey preparation plants for the
sand and gravel industry where STICHWEH acts from the
planning via the production through to the installation
”from a single source”. Not only the quality of the machines,
but also the professional advice, the in-house project
planning and development by the engineering team, the
in-house production and the on-site installation by flexible
teams as well as the service reliability are the key for a
successful further development of this market segment.
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We do it with precision!
In Lower Saxony near Schwülper (district Gifhorn) is the
company Schlingmeier Quarzsand GmbH & Co. KG.
The medium-sized enterprise is specialist in the field of
extracting and preparing high-quality industrial quartz
sand.
The quartz sand is either excavated with modern suction
dredgers below the water table and pumped via the dredge
pump into the stationary preparation plant or the raw material
is extracted in a dry process using excavators or wheel loaders
and is transported via the feed hopper and conveyor belts
into the preparation plant.
On the downstream screening machine the material is
classified into the individual fractions by adding fresh water.
The screened sand (here 0 – 1 mm) is fed via the screen
underflow and corresponding pipelines directly to the two
downstream bucket wheels. Here the quartz sand is prepared
(washed), the sludge is drained off together with the waste
water and the washed sand is directly stockpiled via conveyor
belts.
For the preparation are permanently used the STICHWEH
bucket wheel ES 3514 BL 75, the bucket wheel ES 5011
BL 100, feed hopper, ellipse screening machine and
conveyor belts.
Sieve sands of different grain sizes are produced by screen
classifying. Highest qualities with extremely low iron and titan
are produced using density sorting and magnetic separation.
The ”Schlingmeier quartz sands“ are important raw materials
in many branches of industry. Main markets are the glass,
foundry and building materials industry.

smt-stichweh.com/
en/solutions/preparation-plantsscreeningmachines/

The company Schlingmeier Quarzsand GmbH & Co. KG
in Lower Saxony processes and refines extracted raw
material with a STICHWEH preparation plant into
high-quality industrial quartz sands.

PREPARATION
PLANT

Today the delivery program of STICHWEH offers
everything the heart desires for gravel processing.
Whether twin or 3-S bucket wheels with waste water
recycling for the intensive washing, classifying and
dewatering of highly contaminated sand.
Up to 60 % of fresh water is saved and the proportion of
elutriable components can be reduced to less than one
percent. In the matter of drag scrapers the trend was towards
more economic efficiency: via the drive with electric motor
the energy costs can meanwhile be reduced significantly in
comparison with the diesel drive.
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Bucket wheel ES 5011 BL 100
Feed hopper
Ellipse screening machine
Conveyor belts for the individual fractions
pivotable and partly adjustable in height

We’ll stay on it!
We are a reliable partner when it comes to the upgrading
of already existing STICHWEH plants. Reproducing spare
parts is no problem. We can meet the demand for spare and
wear parts for plants of various age categories quickly and
correctly.
One of the STICHWEH principles is: Parts in stock and
ordered today are delivered to the customer normally within
24 hours.

Bucket wheel ES 3514 BL 75

The belt construction consists of a wireframe in
which the lower belt runs completely protected.
The whole construction is galvanised.

You need a special solution?
You brief us. We plan, construct
and install your plant according
to your requirements.
According to the working process we
develop a special solution according
to your needs - with all specifications,
among others:

Extraction devices
Feed hoopers
The appropriate conveyor technology for the transport
The right gravel, washing and classifying system
incl. electronic control for preparing the material
Screening machines for dry and wet screening
Dewatering screens and bucket wheels for washing,
classifying and dewatering
Log and jig washers for cleaning and washing

100 years of STICHWEH | WHAT‘S REALLY IN?
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THE STICHWEH

SERVICEHANDSHAKES

GIVE ME A HANDSHAKE!
With a handshake professionals seal a deal.
But: When is a STICHWEH business deal really
concluded? With the purchase of the machine?
With the conception of the plant? With the
implementation of the respective components?
Or with the guaranteed promise to consistently
further develop the system/plant?

At STICHWEH, customers may be assured that
they‘ll get a firm and safe handshake for all phases
during the business relationship:

Before the purchase

The whole quality

chain
from a single source:

conception – construction – assembly –
commissioning – service engineering –
spare parts – further development …
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a fair handshake for a qualified advice and coordination of
the requirements on site as well as for a clear concept, project,
visualization and budgeting of the tailored solution by the
STICHWEH construction department.
We know: each application has quite specific requirements in terms
of extraction conditions, material characteristics and performance
goals: the briefing basis for our construction department! On
this basis the most efficient solution is developed according to
all the rules of construction and the interaction of components,
mechanical and electronical control methods.

In the production
STICHWEH customers get a handshake for the STICHWEH
construction ”Made in Germany“. Because our machines and
systems are of course built in Thüste.
So each construction that leaves the factory in Thüste is not only
a unique one. Also our 100 years of experience with development
work, service and service engineering flow into each solution.
To offer our customers the right, maximum tailored solution our
field service, our construction and mechanical production as well
as our control engineering are working hand in hand and are
united under one roof.
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The STICHWEH ”Trusted Workflow“
stands for consistent advice and
support from the concept via the
implementation up to the further
development of the solution:

Consultation and coordination
on site

STICHWEH
construction department

In-house production in accordance with
the requirements ”Made in Germany“
in Thüste

Delivery and acceptance

Training

Service & Service Engineering

STICHWEH fitters working
around the world
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Etiquette manual
for handshakes
How to shake your hand
internationally

In the implementation
we meet our customers with an outstretched hand. Anyone who
decides to use ”a STICHWEH“ benefits from implementation quality.
Here our fitters, who work all over the world, play a decisive role.
They work ”on call” directly on site and ensure that the STICHWEH
solution operates.
Of course they ensure also the necessary ”Knowledge Transfer“
and train the workers deployed in the location in how to use the
STICHWEH solution optimally.
For the system to work in a modern digital way, we connect our
machines with the smartphone of the machine operator and thus
we can receive and correct any interference immediately.

If you travel abroad frequently, here are
some info graphics with tips how to shake
hands correctly in other cultural areas.
Just a little handshake adviser …

Both introduce themselves with
their name and greet each other with
a handshake.
Europe, North America (in South America
more intense), Russia (only in business)

After the commissioning
there is no golden handshake on at our end, but it is your system
and thus the business that runs and runs and runs! Not without
reason, our customers say and show our Best Practice examples:
No system is more robust, reliable and smooth-running than
a STICHWEH! Therefore the recommendation of STICHWEH:
Always include first the runtime of the solution into the Business
Case. Because the time makes the profit!

With the further
development
once more our ”trusted workflow“ is proof again.
Because all technical documents are in the hands of STICHWEH,
further developments, retrofittings and restructurings can be
easily carried out from one source. So, when we receive a request
for spare parts we can promise: parts in stock and which are
ordered from Germany by 12 o‘clock can be delivered in many
cases already on the next working day.

Only persons of the same sex greet each
other with a handshake.
All Muslim countries, North Africa, Indonesia

No handshake but a bow or similar
Japan, Thailand, (China)

Only private – or in the Ghetto, Bro!
Europe, America, Africa, Asia, Australia
Source: https://karrierebibel.de/goldener-handschlaghandedruck-hand-geben/#Der-Goldene-Handschlag-Wie-sich-Profis-die-Hand-geben

Second Handshake: Why not
grab the second best?
We offer companies from the
extraction and preparing industry
used machines which have already
proven what they are able to do and
which are in a perfect condition.
Including advice.
smt-stichweh.com/en/
used-machines/
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WHAT’S

REALLY
DRIVING THE
FUTURE?
EXPERTS, EXPERTISE AND
EXPERT PERFORMANCE.
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POSITION:

THE RIGHT

LOCATION
FOR OUR
FOOTHOLD!
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Since 2018: Apprentice in the office

Robin Geese
Clerk for office management
First apprenticeship year
”I expect that during my training I am
explained a lot, shown a lot and I receive
plenty of input.“

What does a clerk for business
management (m/f) actually do?

What does a precision mechanic (m/f)
actually do?

Since 1st August 2014 and based on the
Berufsbildungsgesetz (Vocational Training Act),
the Clerk for Office Management is a newly created
officially recognized vocational discipline.
It combines the three professions office clerk, clerk
for office communication and specialized employee
for office communication in one single profession.

The precision mechanic makes precise things. He deals
with smallest components – whether at computeroperated machine tools or at precision devices.
In the factory the precision mechanic plans and
controls the processes. Furthermore, he monitors and
assesses the results and ensures the product quality.

During his training the clerk for office management
acquires comprehensive qualifications how to handle
complex office and business processes.
He organizes, coordinates and exercises commercial
office procedures. Additionally he handles commercial
processes like accounting and the monitoring
of payments. He learns how to handle modern
communication and accounting systems, processes
procurement processes, prepares key figures and
presents them. A further important area is the
communication and cooperation with external
and internal partners in German and at least in
one foreign language.

Since 2018: Apprentice in the workshop

Max Roddau
Precision mechanic

Prerequisite to become a precision mechanic: Besides
technical and scientific understanding a sure hand is
needed for measurement and test processes.
Parallel to that also the customer advice plays a role,
e.g. to explain customers the produced machines and
tools. Also IT knowhow is in demand. Because with the
computer numeric control (CNC) the machine must be
programmed.

First apprenticeship year
“One day, when I hold my journeyman‘s
certificate in my hands – it‘ll be great!“

How‘d you get on to STICHWEH?
How‘d you get on to STICHWEH?

My friend Stefan Wiegmann told me about
STICHWEH, I submitted an application and
I got the training place.

What qualifies you in particular for your
training with STICHWEH?
I attended a one-year vocational school with the
focus on office services at the Handelslehranstalt
in Hameln and therefore I have a thorough prior
understanding. Furthermore, my mother also
worked as industrial clerk.

Future perspectives:
What have you in mind?
I hope that in three years I will have succeeded
in passing the exam to become a clerk for office
management. I would be glad if I were taken on by
the company because I like to live and work
here in this region.
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The job center helped me with job offers.
I googled the companies and I found and felt that
what STICHWEH is doing sounds very interesting.

OUR

POSITION:

THE RIGHT

LOCATION
FOR OUR
FOOTHOLD!
You would like to become
an apprentice, too?
Just go to:
smt-stichweh.com/en/jobs/
or call directly

T + 49. 51 86. 94 14 - 0
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What qualifies you in particular for your
training with STICHWEH?
I can deal very well with metal, at school I have
took Technology and at home I construct
metal things.

Future perspectives:
What have you in mind?
Maybe in ten years I‘ll be a Master.
I was born in Hameln, grew up in the country
and in any case I want to stay in this region!

What does a mechatronic
technician (m/f) actually do?
Mechatronic technicians are both mechanics and
electricians. They assemble mechanical, electrical and
electronical components to build complex systems or
whole plants, they install and program the necessary
control software, commission the complete system
and maintain it.
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Since 2018: Training finished!

Fatlum Gashi
Mechatronic technician
”Since the end of February 2018 I have finished my
training as a mechatronic technician and I was taken
on by STICHWEH. I am working in the electronics
department. My range of tasks is broad and includes
besides working as electrician also tasks in
the area mechanics.
The training with STICHWEH was very good:
everything is familiarly and everyone is in good
terms with the other. Of course it would be a good
thing if there were even more peer trainees with
whom you can exchange information.

Future perspectives:
What have you in mind?
I would like to develop me further and continue
learning: a further training to be an engineer –
I can imagine!
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I WANT

TO WORK AT STICHWEH!

Recruiting, vocational and
continuing training at STICHWEH
A report by Anja Gröhlich: General Manager and Head of Human Resources at STICHWEH

What Robin Geese and Max Roddau decided already for
themselves, namely to complete an apprenticeship at
STICHWEH – that we plan to continue expanding in future –
said Anja Gröhlich, Manageress and HR manageress at
STICHWEH.
Today the labour market is open to today‘s young people.
They are offered a large selection and a lot of possibilities
to test themselves and explore their personal preferences,
talents and gifts. For us, the employer it is important to
select the candidates very carefully in order to find out
from both sides, does this work?
As an employer we are present and involved with schools,
universities of applied sciences, the Chamber of Industry
and Commerce in Hanover, the Chamber of Crafts in
Hanover and the Chamber of Industry in Alfeld, so that the
trainees are well and in time informed about the possibilities
to gain a foothold in the sand and gravel industry and can
complete accordingly aligned skilled occupations.
For this we offer students for example regularly on occasion
of the Girls‘ and Boys‘Day an insight into our company.
Via the Hanover Chamber of Crafts and the Chamber of
Industry in Alfeld we inform about our training professions,
we advertise jobs and we take part in local recruiting fairs in
order to give potential candidates a further insight into our
business and their application possibilities.
Our initiatives in the human resource area start with the
recruitment. We keep training our staff ”on the job“.
Because we want that our employees remain at STICHWEH,
assume responsibility for STICHWEH and thus actively
help to shape the future. Qualification measures like the
participation in conferences, for example the ForumMIRO,
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play an increasingly more important role in the ”Training on
the job“. The automation and digitalization of machines and
processes increases the degree of specialization – which
makes a continually willing to learn and continuing education
absolutely essential – and a targeted offer of further training
opportunities and exchange with experts indispensable.
Part of the general profile of the STICHWEH characteristics –
the today‘s STICHWEH DNA – are therefore besides a profound
professional qualification, a high level of curiosity,
willingness to learn and of course passion to further expand
and optimize business and solutions for the sand and gravel
industry.
The STICHWEH DNA:
With mind and heart
directly to the target

Feedback is very important for
us, please write down in short
how you liked it today with us.
Thank you!

Girls’ and Boys‘Day
Boys will be girls.
Girls will be boys.

It was a short but informativ
e day. Like in the year before
it was much fun, first of all the
welding.

To enable girls and boys from the 5th class to
experience new professions – without being
encumbered by gender stereotypes – companies,
schools and universities as well as institutions
of different industries from all over Germany are
encouraged to participate in the Girls‘ and Boys‘Day.
The future day took place on 26th April.
At about eight o‘clock the interested female and male
students arrived.
Traditionally the Girls’ and Boys‘Day starts with a round
of introduction and a presentation of STICHWEH: Where
do we come from? What do we do in our company?
Which professions and training possibilities are
offered? And of course, which qualification and which
school-leaving qualifications are needed to start
working here.
After a short introduction to the subject of occupational
safety it came to the crunch!
The operations manager showed the kids around the
factory and gave them insights into the production
areas turnery, metal shop and final assembly.
Then they could help out: in the office the students
could prove their calculation skills and check the petty
cash and order times.
In the factory hall the trainees could weld under
supervision a personal nameplate.

much because the
I liked the future day with you very
a lot of information.
people were all very nice and gave
I also liked the practical part.

So, how did you like it?
Here is a selection of the feedback questionnaires!

The distance between sun and
Neptune is 4.5 billion km.
The total length of the DNA of all
cells of a human is 20 billion km.
(Source: SZ instagram)
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More info under:
www.bafza.de > Aufgaben > Girls’Day and Boys‘Day
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Hanover Chamber
of Industry and
Commerce, Hanover
Chamber of Trade
and Industrieverein
Alfeld - Region e.V.
Our local network
is at work!

Soldering and welding are THE workshop highlights
for the girls and boys on the Girls‘ and Boys‘Day
at STICHWEH.

Communication and representation:
starting early to get tomorrow‘s skilled workers
excited about working for STICHWEH.

The ForumMIRO:
The flagship event of the
German stone industry is
an ideal opportunity for
an exchange between
innovation drivers.

Regional fairs and events are increasingly gaining
in importance when it comes to recruiting suitable
staff and talented young people. Therefore we
maintain a regular exchange with the Hanover
Chamber of Industry and Commerce, the Hanover
Chamber of Trade and the Industrieverein Alfeld Region e.V.
The Chamber of Industry and Commerce and the
Chamber of Trade inform interested visitors about
their possibilities and training professions in the
region and qualify our employees with the appropriate
certificate or diploma: for example clerk for office
management (m/f) or fine mechanic (m/f).
Further info under:
www.hannover.ihk.de, www.hwk-hannover.de
The Industrieverein Alfeld - Region e.V. is an economic
association whose target is to jointly safeguard and
promote the interests of the member-companies from
the fields industry, production, trade, draft, service,
liberal professions and all other economic sectors in
Alfeld and the region.
As a company of the region we are part of this
association and its targets.
Further info under: www.iva-alfeld-region.de
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Conference
ForumMIRO

Training by
expert exchange
The ForumMIRO is the flagship event of the
German stone industry. Regularly, experts and
decision-makers of the gravel, sand and stone
industry and politicians meet here to exchange
their expertise. STICHWEH is also present!
At the ForumMIRO we discuss overriding industryspecific topics such as the increasing demand for
raw materials, consistent with the limitation of the
raw material extraction. Against this background are
the possibilities to generate more acceptance for raw
material extraction a topic: among other things, by
combining science and economy (see also page 74).
The ForumMIRO offers with its exhibition also an
insight into concrete Best Practice Examples of
companies in the same line of business and show
how these companies deal for example with the
possibilities of digitalization in the context of the
production data acquisition, the analysis and
evaluation of future business activities.
In my opinion a perfect forum and food for
thought for specialists!
Further info under: www.forummiro.de
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Editorial: STICHWEH celebrates its anniversary!
What is your wish for the future of STICHWEH?
Anja Gröhlich: I wish for STICHWEH satisfied customers
and also in future motivated and dedicated employees!
If it works, then STICHWEH will be able to operate in the
market for many more years to come.
Rolf Sürig: I wish for STICHWEH, that we can give our
customers and employees a clear perspective. Healthy
growth!

development – i.e. the optimization – of existing machines
or equipment.
Anja Gröhlich: I am responsible for the finances and the
controlling. I also take care of the internal processing of
tasks and processes, like e.g. discussions with the trade
association relating to occupational safety, new investments,
marketing and the development of our staff.
Editorial: How do you function in tandem?

How do you differ from one another?
Editorial: When and in which position

did you start with STICHWEH?

STRONG

DUAL LEADERSHIP!
Anja Gröhlich & Rolf Sürig –

interview with the
STICHWEH management

Editorial: What is your particular main area
of responsibility?

Editorial: What are the so-called milestones
in your term as General Manager?
Rolf Sürig: My term as General Manager began in 2012.
I have been a partner since 2009. A decisive milestone is
quite clearly the fact that we sold scrapers again. Before
that we had a dry spell lasting 15 years.
A further milestone is the electric drive of the scraper.
This was long overdue because the technology allows it.
We had electric drive – but not up to date.
To sell such an innovation is very, very difficult. Because it
is a prototype. I first had to find a customer who goes with
it – who also wants to have such a system.
In 2006 we could convince one of our Danish customers
of the clear advantages of the electric drive and win his support
for the retrofitting of his scraper.
We convinced him with the arguments that no converter
and also no transformer will be necessary in future and that
also the energy consumption will be reduced by the
electric drive.

Rolf Sürig: I am responsible for the development, sales
and distribution: from the acquisition of new orders up
to the production control, which I plan together with the
operations manager. Since I‘m travelling a lot, I notice the
needs and come up with ideas. Ideas, that affect the further

Together more than 50 years of service at STICHWEH
make the managers a STICHWEH Dream-Team.
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Anja Gröhlich: I started with STICHWEH as an accountant in
the year 1987. Again and again I took a timeout because of
the children. An important step for me was the training to
become a certified controller. Of course, it was hard to still
manage this besides my job: I had to spend many weekends.
But, on balance, it was worth it.
I not only gained expert knowledge - but also the knowledge
how important training is. This knowledge I also brought
into the management of the company STICHWEH. So, for
example, our fitters receive training in order to understand
how service must be provided in up-to-date terms and how
important service is in the overall structure of our offer.
Rolf Sürig: I started with STICHWEH in 1981. As apprentice.
Thus, I am a real veteran. I worked under Fritz Stichweh the
Second and Fritz Stichweh the Third. Of course, at that time
it was still a different kind of cooperation in comparison
to today. Fritz II already ran the STICHWEH as patriarch:
hierarchically and with very clear instructions.
Today we try to draw up projects and tasks also together
with the employees and to take our teams. On that basis we
gain – time after time – good experiences and we realize
that the satisfaction is growing among the employees .
The workshop employees provide active support themselves,
they use their scope to try new things, they simply think
along unconventional lines , they submit proposals to
optimize processes and are thus much more connected
with our common objectives.

Anja Gröhlich: Mostly there is friction when it comes to
money. The figures simply have to be right.
Rolf Sürig: I find it really good that we have with Anja a
person who is ”extremely on the ball“ and always checks
very conscientiously whether or not an expenditure will pay.
You may have tons of new ideas. You can also waste a lot
of money. Therefore, I find it really good that we have
someone who keeps a very close watch on it.
Friction – no, that‘s going too far. We are not always of the
same opinion. We weigh up decisions together: What are
the advantages, what are the disadvantages? Up to now we
agreed fairly well.
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Editorial: What are the short-term,
medium-term and long-term objectives
of STICHWEH?

gets delivered the right machine at the right place and that
the machine serves its purpose in a precise and efficient
manner.
From my point of view is that exactly the difference we
make: We can offer a better advice because of the dozens of
machines we delivered already and due to our vast project
experience. This is why we also have a better position in
the market. Only to make it over the price aspect – that
is not what we want. In particular with new customers we
notice the advisory benefit! Nationally and internationally
we are supported by strategic partners, that means highqualified industry experts, to reach our objective: to continue
to establish the brand STICHWEH and to make STICHWEH
solutions omnipresent.

Anja Gröhlich: It would be good if we could sustain the
actual sales level, possibly to expand it slightly – but always
in line with the productivity of the workshop.
Only orders, orders … that doesn‘t work. Because the
name STICHWEH stands for quality. And the quality must
be good!
Rolf Sürig: Moreover, we want to position ourselves broadly.
Our objective is, to strengthen our external representations
so that we are internationally present. Actually Denmark
is our largest sales market. I hope that we can expand
our business with France and the USA – and of course with
Russia. But at the moment Russia has problems to provide
foreign currency. However, the Russian market has a) great
potential b) has a lot of catching up to do especially in
terms of quality of sand and gravel.

Editorial: How will you continue to operate

the brand STICHWEH – with what priorities
in which markets?
Anja Gröhlich: STICHWEH is both now and in future
completely behind our company slogan: More sand. More
gravel. More success. We wish that our customers say:
to classify sand and gravel we want a STICHWEH.

Editorial: What have you achieved

during your ”term” as General Manager?
What can further be expanded?
Anja Gröhlich: We succeeded in some things. It was
important to earn the welding certificate. A necessary
condition that we are allowed to perform welding work
at all here. To maintain this certificate we have to ensure
and prove again and again that the requirements are
observed in our factory.

Editorial: How do you want to further develop

the employer brand STICHWEH?

*

We also succeeded to modernize and perfect the internal
processes and this is reflected externally. We optimized
the processes from the offer preparation via the planning up
to the production, so that a better hand-in-hand working
is now guaranteed. Essential for this is of course to have a
competent team which in times of an increasing shortage
of skilled workers we not only recruit in the market but also
train ourselves.
Editorial: What role does STICHWEH play
nationally and internationally? What differentiates
the STICHWEH products from the competition?
Rolf Sürig: We offer high-quality machines. The most
important thing besides this machine quality is the highquality advice we offer with the objective that the customer
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Rolf Sürig: We want to attract young people out of the
region for STICHWEH. In concrete terms that means:
We train them! In the factory yearly one apprentice and in
the office every two years an apprentice. In order to find
here the really suitable candidates we connected with the
Industrieverein Alfeld, we are active at regional recruiting fairs
and of course in schools to make us interesting for school
leavers
Editorial: Are you still interesting for customers at

fairs? Or has the concept fair run its course?
Anja Gröhlich: A good question! Of course we are present at
the large fairs in order to present the STICHWEH, to establish
contacts or to strengthen existing relations and last but not
least to support our foreign representations.
So for example at the bauma in Germany, the CON/AGG in
the USA or the SIM in France. More valuable for the qualitative
optimization of our offer is the networking with specialists in
the market. For this we attend specialist conferences like e.g.
the ForumMIRO, flagship event of the German aggregates
industry with expert workshops covering the topics politics,
law, technology or business management. Here we purposefully
100 years of STICHWEH | WHAT'S REALLY DRIVING THE FUTURE?

send our employees in order to get and remain always close
to technical innovations and developments in the market.
Editorial: You contributed a qualitative
optimization for your range of scrapers:
a birthday surprise for the anniversary year!
Can you tell us any more?
Rolf Sürig: We created a new technology for still more
efficient, flexible and environmentally friendly scrapers
which enables a still more economical extraction of
minerals. How that works?
We created an energy recovery system via the braking system
of the scraper. For this the braking system is equipped with a
regenerative brake. The 2-in-1 advantage principle works like
this: The cable drum of the scraper which does not pull must
always be slightly braked to prevent that the rope unwinds.
If you don‘t prevent that, the rope would be damaged.
With the new technology this braking is performed via the
generator brake. The energy gained from the braking is then
fed directly into the main drive. This guarantees firstly a clean
braking process and secondly an energy recovery out of the
braking process for a more efficient operation of the scraper.

PROFILE
Anja Gröhlich
Age: 51
Children: 2
With STICHWEH since: 1987
Learnt occupation: accountant
Hobby: my garden and biking
Favourite travel destination:
Germany, Scandinavia
Favourite movie/music:
Tatort/Lindsey Stirling
For me, STICHWEH is:
challenge and realization rolled into one.
Everything is moving and that‘s great fun.
PROFILE
Rolf Sürig
Age: 54

Energy efficiency –
a STICHWEH topic!
STICHWEH is part of the second corporate network
of the Climate Protection Agency (UNRW):
The participating ten companies of the district have given
themselves the mission to increase their energy and resource
efficiency. ”This is a further important contribution to
climate protection“, says Tobias Timm, manager of the
Climate Protection Agency Weserbergland, in which the three
districts Hameln-Pyrmont, Holzminden and Schaumburg
have joined together.
The project runs for three years and is supported via funding
from the European Fund for Regional Development and the
Land of Lower Saxony.
The two networks are furthermore part of the masterplan
”Hundred percent climate protection“ for the three districts.
For further information:
www.klimaschutzagentur.org
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Children: 2
With STICHWEH since: 1981
Learnt occupation: machine fitter
Hobby: archery, model making
Favourite destination country: Germany
Favourite book/movie:
Meister Lampe/documentaries
For me, STICHWEH is:
The possibility not to stand still
and put ideas into practice.

Meeting point exhibition
www.bauma.de
www.conexpoconagg.com
www.expositionsim.com
www.forummiro.de
* We
 are DVS qualified. (German Welding Society)
For further information:
www.die-verbindungs-spezialisten.de
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Anna Stichweh
with Fritz II

Works outing. First row: fourth from left: Fritz I,
second row: second from right Fritz II
Accounting anno 1932,
still Stichweh & Feige

SMALL AND GREAT

MOMENTS.

From the beginnings: blacksmith’s anvil
Gambling in leisure time. Calculating accurately
in business. In the corner: Fritz I

The STICHWEH world in pictures
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Walter Stichweh (in the background a friend) – a full-blooded bon vivant and entrepreneur.
His accidental death in 1975 was a painful loss for the family Stichweh and the company.

Invitation to the anniversary celebration 1972 in Brunswick.
Four years after the death of Walter the production was
moved in 1979 to Thüste. Note: the sports facilities …
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Times change:
Once a modern and
well-regarded social
benefit for employees,
today an abandoned
part of the building:
the company swimming
pool opened in 1972

The far-travelled briefcase of Fritz Stichweh II

Greeting card from a guest on the occasion of the
topping out ceremony in 1997 (construction phase
addition of the administrative building)

Interior furnishings in the style of the seventies –
retained from the former management floor of
Fritz Stichweh II

Historical corporate signage

Fritz Stichweh III films a
STICHWEH drag scraper.
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Brochures on
floating grabs in
German and Arabic
language.

STICHWEH drag scraper

Advertisement for STICHWEH bucket wheels
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Sources, chapter 1:
Thüste. A review into history. Thüste in words and pictures.
A record of its history from 1022 to 2004. Assembled by Wilhelm Hienzsch,
reviewed by Horst Tüben, Heinz Wecke, Thüste 2004.
Sources: (call date: 14.10.2018) chapter 3:
1 http://www.dubainews.de/the-palm-jumeirah-zahlen
2 Processing of sand worldwide (annually): 15 billon tons
http://www.scinexx.de/dossier-bild-803-4-32483.html

Editor:
Antje Girschek · sam sales & markets
Project management, art director, controlling:

3 Totally consumed raw materials worldwide (annually): 85 billion tons
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article162921498/Unserer-Welt-gehen-die-Rohstoffe-aus.html

Gabriele Henle · HENLE Kommunikation + Design · henlekud.com

4 Extraction of sand and gravel (annually): 47 – 59 billion tons
https://deutsch.rt.com/gesellschaft/47193-sand-mining-endlicher-rohstoff/

Photo sources:

5 Consumption of sand and gravel for concrete production: 25.9 – 29.6 billion tons
https://www.lifeguide-augsburg.de/magazin/sand-knapper-rohstoff-unserer-zeit

STICHWEH archive
Image agency shutterstock.com

6 Average sand demand for 1 km highway construction: 30,000 tons
https://www.br.de/nachricht/gewaltige-nachfrage-laesst-sand-knapp-werden-100.html

P. 13, p. 74 – 75 (landscape nature conservation) of Dave Head, p. 22 of Nattika,
p. 45 (collage): VW Beetle of happymay, Ice cream of Designs Stock, D-Mark of Brendan
Howard, cigar of domnitsky, p. 48 of leolintang, p. 60 – 64 (backgrounds) of Thitiphong
Saradit, flags of admin_design, emojis of Cosmic_Design, p. 72 & 107 (sand) of Big Foot
Productions, p. 73, first row from top: (fig. l., jeans) of KieferPix, (second fig. from left,
Tiles) of Yunava1, (second fig. from left, bottles) of Room 76, (fig. r., traffic) of stockfotoart, second row from top: (fig. l., ceramics) of Pinkyone, (fig. in the middle, wind power)
of Blue Planet Studio, (fig. r., Plat forms) of 360b, third row from top: (fig. l., ready-mixed
concrete) of banksfotos.com, (second fig. from left, chip) of Gorodenkoff, (third fig.
from left, leisure centre) of Andrey Yurlov, (second fig. from r., smartphone) of Kostenko
Maxim, (fig. r., cosmetic) of Africa Studio, fourth row from top: (fig. l., foundry)of Mr. 1,
(second fig. from r., Elbe Philharmonic Hall) of javarman, (fig. r., artificial grass) of red
mango, (fig. below, washing agents) of Andrey_Popov, p. 76 – 77 of Rudmer Zwerver,
p. 80 & 81 (stones) of DSBfoto, p. 114 (fig. below in the middle, production) of David
Orcea, p. 115 (illustrations hands) of Iconic Bestiary, p. 118 – 119 & p. 120 below of
EsanIndyStudios

7 Average sand demand for building a single-family house: 200 tons
http://www.multiasset.com/rohstoffpreise-sand-wird-immer-teurer-1518168900/

Image agency istockphoto.com
p. 13, p. 71 (ready-mixed concrete) of banksfotos.com, p. 68 of basar17

Image agency photocase.com

8 Average pro capita consumption of sand in industrial countries daily: 20 kilograms
https://www.klett.de/alias/1108756
9 Sand used in ”The Palm“ (Dubai): 150 million tons
https://folio.nzz.ch/2014/september/sandmanns-albtraum
10 Proportion of buildings made of reinforced concrete worldwide: 2/3
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/webwelt/article127216019/
Die-lebensnotwendige-Jagd-nach-mehr-Sand.html
11 Proportion of sand in reinforced concrete: 2/3
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/webwelt/article127216019/
Die-lebensnotwendige-Jagd-nach-mehr-Sand.html
12 Consumption in China of the worldwide extracted sand for the building industry: 1/4
https://www.wwf-jugend.de/blogs/8948/6353/sand-das-gold-von-morgen
13 Largest sand consumer in Europe: Spain
https://www.wwf-jugend.de/blogs/8948/6353/sand-das-gold-von-morgen

Dorothea Koch · Hameln

14 Are sand, gravel & Co becoming scarce resources in Germany?
Base source:
https://www.bgr.bund.de/DE/Gemeinsames/Produkte/Downloads/Commodity_
Top_News/Rohstoffwirtschaft/56_sand.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=5
Press reviews:
https://www.nrz.de/wirtschaft/dem-bau-gehen-sand-und-kies-aus-id213532817.html
https://www.swr.de/marktcheck/weltweit-begehrter-rohstoff-sand-wird-knappauch-im-suedwesten/-/id=100834/did=21222298/nid=100834/1pxszfq/index.html
https://www.wp.de/wirtschaft/dem-bau-gehen-sand-und-kies-aus-id213532817.html
https://www.ikz-online.de/wirtschaft/dem-bau-gehen-sand-und-kies-ausid213532817.html
https://www.deutsche-handwerks-zeitung.de/bauboom-kies-und-sand-werdenknapp/150/3094/364797
https://netzfrauen.org/2016/06/02/unterschaetzter-rohstoff-sand-dieweltweiten-sandvorkommen-werden-knapp/
https://www.aktiv-online.de/news/sand-kies-schotter-uns-gehen-die-rohstoffefuer-strassen-und-gebaeude-aus-2249
https://www.wr.de/wirtschaft/dem-bau-gehen-sand-und-kies-aus-id213532817.html
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article188708751/Drohende-Engpaesse-InDeutschland-wird-der-Sand-knapp.html

A special thank goes to …

15 FAQ: Sand for the construction industry
https://www.ndr.de/ratgeber/Sand-ein-unterschaetzter-Rohstoff,sand174.html

p. 30 of Marie Maerz, p. 49 of Julia Straub

Conexpo CON/AGG, press department
p. 29 (photo left below, view of the fairground) of Anthony J O’Hara

Photographers:
Helge Krückeberg: p. 10, p. 81 (Anja Gröhlich), p. 83,
p. 86 (fig. top r., production), p. 93, p. 97, p. 126, p. 149
Michael Löwa: p. 35
Celina Brandt: p. 13 (girl with sword), p. 42, p. 45 (photo left),
p. 54 – 57, p. 103 – 105
Lars Schütz: p. 46 – 47, p. 53 (fig.: „SMT STICHWEH in summer 2018“)
Translation from German into English:

Family Stichweh for their support
Karl-Heinz Grießner
(Village mayor of the villages Ockensen, Thüste and Wallensen)
Heinz Wecke
Friedhelm Roloff (historical postcards)
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16 Raw material extraction caught between business and responsibility
https://niedersachsen.nabu.de/imperia/md/content/niedersachsen/resolutionen/
rohstoffnutzung_gem_erkl__rung_klein.pdf.pdf
17 Number of sand grains on our planet
https://www.wwf-jugend.de/blogs/8948/6353/sand-das-gold-von-morgen
18 Consumption of sand, gravel, oil
https://home.kpmg.com/de/de/home/themen/2017/04/gekoerntesmultitalent-nachhaltiges-aus-sand.html
https://www.hlnug.de/fileadmin/dokumente/geologie/rohstoffe/Fachbericht%20
Sand%20%26%20Kies%2015%2011%2006.pdf
19 The ”Yes we can together!” statement
https://niedersachsen.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/rohstoffabbau/13007.html
20 Did you already know?
https://www.bv-miro.org/wp-content/uploads/BlogbeitragBiodiversitaet-quer-neu-1.pdf
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WHAT’S NEXT?

STICHWEH
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